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9 Surefire Ways to Sabotage Your Weight Loss

1. Rely on willpower

Even if you’re one of those  people with an iron will, no one can hold 

out forever. Willpower is notoriously unreliable, and if you’re ever 

sleepy, hungry, tipsy, grumpy, sad, happy, lazy, or all of the above, 

your weakness will eventually win.

2. Forget the difference between temporary  
and permanent

Is your goal to fit into a size 4? Almost anyone can get there by fol-

lowing a strict enough diet and workout regimen for a set amount 

of time. The question is, how long do you want to stay there? If your 

goals are intended to be permanent, your dietary and fitness modi-

fications need to be as well.

3. Start a really hard workout regimen

Having someone kick your ass in boot camp may sound like what 

you need to get in shape, but how long do you really think you will 

subject yourself to pain and suffering before you give up on exercise 

completely? Most  people don’t last two months.

4. Never learn to eat mindfully

One of the biggest differences between American culture and those 

of less obese nations (e.g., France) is our complete and utter lack 

of food culture. In healthier cultures, mealtime is an important event 

when  people gather to share good food and stories from the day. 

With these habits come standards for portion sizes, eating speed, 

and nutritional balance.

 Sadly, it’s unlikely the United States will suddenly establish a 

healthy food culture in time to help the majority of the population. But 

you can get a lot of the benefits yourself by learning to eat mindfully 

(see chapter 7). Mindful eating helps you slow down, savor your food, 

and appreciate each bite. For these reasons it is incredibly effective 

at helping with portion control— without leaving you feeling deprived.
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In our culture, mindful eating is very difficult and takes some prac-

tice. It’s hard to slow down when your friends are wolfing down food 

by the handful. But it is possible. Practice when you’re alone, and it 

will be easier when you’re with friends.

5. Ignore how much you miss your favorite foods

Love ice cream? Can you go your entire life without it? What about 

six months? Or do you just plan to hold out as long as you can 

before the next inevitable binge? Cold turkey isn’t necessary if you 

develop a healthy relationship with your favorite treats.

6. Assume that what worked for someone else  
will work for you

Have a friend who lost a ton of weight on the Atkins diet? Me too. I 

also have friends who lost weight doing the Master Cleanse or going 

vegan. Typically only the ones who make permanent habit changes 

can maintain it, so a plan that works for someone else will only work 

for you if you enjoy it and can incorporate it into your life. Everyone 

is different.

7. Dramatically restrict your eating

Starving is not fun. Nor are cravings. Nor is malnutrition. Limiting 

your calories to unrealistic lows is a great way to begin the cycle of 

yo- yo dieting that we all know and love. Enjoy!

8. Don’t find deeper purpose in what and why you eat

This one may sound a bit esoteric, but bear with me. If the goal is to 

build healthy habits (which it should be), the  people who have the 

most success are those who want to achieve more than a change in 

their appearance. Vegans believe so deeply that harming animals is 

wrong that they never stray from their diets. Locavores want to know 

and trace the source of all their foods. For some  people, being told 

they will die if they do not change their habits is enough.

 For myself, it’s good to know that my habits are healthy and ef-

fective, but I’ve come to understand that how I eat is a way of life 

that has a deeper political, philosophical, and environmental impact 

than I ever imagined. It’s also super tasty. For inspiration, check out 
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the film Food, Inc. or read The Omnivore’s Dilemma, by Michael Pol-

lan.6 You won’t regret it.

9. Pick a diet that is super inconvenient

We all have our limits on how far we’ll go to stick to an eating plan. 

Be sure to know yours. If you’re too busy (or have too many taste 

buds) to eat a specific combination of foods every three hours— I 

know I couldn’t— then don’t pretend you can. Pick dietary changes 

you can handle; the little things do add up if you can maintain them 

for the long haul.
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chapter three

healThsTyle
a Kinder, Gentler Way to  

lose Weight and Keep it off
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10 Simple Ways to Eat Less Without Noticing

1. Use smaller plates

Regardless of the actual quantity of food, a full plate sends the sig-

nal that you’re eating a full meal, and a partially empty plate looks 

like a skimpy meal.

Using smaller plates and filling them up is a proven way to eat less 

without noticing.

2. Serve yourself 20 percent less

The mindless margin is about 20 percent of any given meal. In 

other words, you can eat 80 percent of the food you’d normally 

eat and probably not notice it as less, so long as no one points it 

out to you. You could also eat 20 percent more— not a bad idea 

if you’re scooping vegetables. If you have those smaller plates 

mentioned above, serving yourself a little less should be just as 

satisfying.

3. Use taller glasses

Just as less food looks like more food on a smaller plate, height 

makes things look larger than width does, even when the volumes 

are the same. You can cut down on your liquid calories by choosing 

taller glasses rather than shorter, fatter ones.

The same amount of food looks  
like more on a smaller plate.
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4. Eat protein for breakfast

 People love to hype eating breakfast as a miracle weight- loss cure, 

but only breakfasts high in protein have been proven to suppress 

appetite and reduce subsequent eating throughout the day. Skip the 

waffles and head to the omelet station instead.

5. Eat three meals a day

 People often say that eating many small meals is better than eat-

ing three bigger ones throughout the day, but the data tell us oth-

erwise. Though skipping meals can make controlling your appetite 

more difficult, eating more than three meals a day has not been 

shown to have any benefit and may even be worse for appetite 

control. Eat when you’re supposed to and you shouldn’t need any 

extra food.

6. Keep snacks out of sight or out of the building

Study after study has shown that  people eat a lot more when food 

is visible rather than put away where it can’t be seen, even if they 

know it is there. Research has also demonstrated that the harder 

food is to get to, even if the extra effort is just removing a lid or 

walking to the cabinet, the less likely you are to eat it. The ex-

tra work forces you to question the value of your action, and this 

gives you the opportunity to talk yourself out of a decision you 

may regret later.

 To avoid extra snacking, keep tempting foods out of sight or, bet-

ter yet, out of the house. On the flip side, keep healthy foods promi-

nently displayed and easy to reach.

7. Chew thoroughly

Once you start paying more attention to eating speed, you may be 

horrified to observe that most  people don’t chew. If you’re one of 

those who chew the minimum number of times before swallowing 

or shoveling in another forkful, chances are you’re eating substan-

tially more at every meal than your thoroughly chewing peers. Slow 

down, chew each bite (counting your chews can help develop the 

habit), and watch as you fill up faster on fewer calories.
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8. Don’t eat from the package

Your stomach can’t count. When you can’t see how much you’re 

eating, you’re more than a little likely to lose track and consume 

double or even triple the amount you’d eat if you took the time to 

serve yourself a proper portion. Use a plate, a bowl, or even a nap-

kin. Just make sure you get a good visual of everything you’re going 

to eat before taking your first bite.

9. Don’t eat in front of the TV

For the vast majority of us, distracted eating is overeating. The end 

of a show or movie is another powerful cue signifying that a meal 

is over, so parking in front of the TV with your plate for a Battlestar 

Galactica marathon is probably not the best idea. With the invention 

of DVR, there’s no reason you can’t take thirty minutes to sit down 

and have a proper meal before enjoying your shows.

10. Don’t pay attention to health claims

But wait, isn’t healthy food supposed to be better for you? In theory, 

yes. But truly healthy food— vegetables, fruits, and other unpro-

cessed foods— rarely have labels at all. Instead, foods with health 

claims tend to be processed junk repackaged as better- for- you  

alternatives.

 Even worse, research from Wansink’s lab has shown that  people 

drastically underestimate the number of calories in foods with vis-

ible health claims on the packaging.  People also tend to eat more 

food overall as a result of this miscalculation. He refers to this effect 

as the “health halo,” and it’s a recipe for packing on the pounds. For 

real health, stick to humble foods without labels.
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chapter four

eaT fooD
Why you Don’t Need a ph.D.  

to Make smart food Decisions
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The Top 10 Most Overrated Health Foods

Like it or not, we tend to believe whatever we are exposed to in the 

media and in advertisements. In nutrition this usually means that as 

a society we all follow the same diet fads, glorifying some foods over 

others in the quest for better health. (It’s okay. I love salmon and 

coconut water as much as you do.)

 The problem is, though, that more often than not the news or 

the health claims made by food manufacturers vastly overstate any 

potential health benefits, because doing so makes a more compel-

ling story and sells more products. Our own confirmation biases 

tend to make us believe what we’re told, we confidently share our 

insights with our friends, and suddenly our grocery stores are filled 

with health foods that really aren’t all they are cracked up to be. Here 

are my ten picks for the most overrated health foods.

1. Yogurt

There is nothing innately wrong with yogurt, the natural product. But 

the real stuff is not nearly as easy to find as the hypersweetened 

dessert versions filling supermarket shelves. Though yogurt can 

contain beneficial probiotics, friendly bacteria are also present in 

other fermented foods like sauerkraut, kimchi, and miso. And if you 

are worried about acne, dairy is probably not your best choice. Oh, 

and the overratedness is doubly true of frozen yogurt.

 If you’d rather keep yogurt as your breakfast staple (something 

I often use myself), go for plain yogurt, preferably full fat. Don’t fall 

for the vanilla trap; it is not plain and has even more sugar than most 

fruit versions. 

2. Soy

Soy is another one of those foods that can be perfectly healthy, but 

can also be processed into oblivion, making it an unhealthy product. 

Hydrogenated soy oil is among the most common sources of trans 

fat. Processed products are often touted as healthy just because 

they contain soy, but soy is not exactly the health panacea it is often 
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made out to be. For a healthier version, stick to fermented soy prod-

ucts like miso, natto, or tempeh.

3. Egg Whites

It baffles me that Americans continue to vilify the most nutritious 

part of the egg while glorifying the less impressive half. Sure, egg 

whites are a good source of protein on their own, but you’re prob-

ably not lacking protein and would likely benefit from the rich nutri-

ents of the entire egg.

4. Margarine

Why we need artificial processed oils when there are so many 

naturally healthy sources of fat is beyond me— that is, assuming 

you can even find margarines that do not contain hydrogenated 

oils (trans fats). If you really want more stanols and sterols in your 

diet, try eating more nuts, avocados, and vegetables. If you want 

to add buttery flavor, just use real butter (preferably from grass- 

fed cows).

5. Bananas

I have a bit of a reputation for picking on bananas, but I really don’t 

think they’re all bad, and they definitely taste yummy. My biggest 

problems with them are that they are produced industrially and are 

one of the most calorie- dense fruits you can buy. When is the last 

time you saw a banana at the farmers market anyway?

 Bad for you? Not really.

 Overrated? Definitely.

6. Fake Meat

Next time you get a chance, check out the ingredients in your fa-

vorite meat substitute. It usually contains a lot of gluten, some pro-

cessed soy, canola oil, cornstarch, and a few bizarre ingredients like 

“natural vegetarian flavors” (mmm . . . vegetarians). Call me crazy, 

but real meat sounds a lot more appealing.
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7. Protein Bars

Remember back in the day when protein bars tasted like crap? Well, 

they would all still taste that way if manufacturers didn’t fill them with 

sugar or sugar substitutes. Look at the ingredients. The vast major-

ity of protein bars contain the same processed junk that’s in every-

thing else, just with a few more vitamins, some added soy protein, 

and possibly some added fiber. Adding nutrients to junk food does 

not a health food make.

8. Whole- Grain Flour

Ah, whole grains, how controversial be thy name. Though I’m not 

as antigrain as some folks, I don’t pretend that highly processed 

“whole- wheat flour” is actually good for me. Grains that don’t look 

like grains are not your friends.

9. Low- Fat Salad Dressing

Fat is good for you. Yes, fat contains more calories than protein 

or carbohydrates, but it also enables you to absorb more vitamins 

from the foods you eat and makes your meals more satisfying. Fat- 

free dressings do not make you healthier; they make your salad less 

nourishing.

10. Fruit Juice

Juicing fruit concentrates the sugar while stripping out the filling fi-

ber. When you remember that one 450- ml (15- ounce) bottle of or-

ange juice is equivalent to six whole oranges, you can start to see 

the problem. Green juices are fine; just be careful with fruit juices.
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Fishing for Answers:  
How to Choose Fish and Seafood

I don’t think there is anything more complicated in the food world than 

fish and seafood. There are so many life- or- death issues, it’s enough 

to make you want to cover your eyes, plug your ears, and live out the 

rest of your life in a cave on Mars. But this isn’t really one of those is-

sues we can ignore. Beyond the obvious health benefits of seafood, 

we must consider the consequences of environmental contaminants 

that accumulate in fish as well as the tragic reality of overfishing and 

the damage the fishing industry is doing to the environment.

Mercury 

Mercury is released into the environment by chlorine plants and coal- 

fired power plants. Once released from a power plant, mercury set-

tles in nearby aquatic environments, and bacteria there convert it into 

methylmercury. Residing at the base of the food chain, these bacte-

ria are consumed by plankton, which are then eaten by smaller fish, 

which are in turn eaten by larger fish. Methylmercury has a seventy- 

two- day half- life, so it accumulates in animals highest on the food 

chain. The larger the fish, the more the methylmercury contamination. 

Predatory fish such as tuna, shark, swordfish, tilefish, and king mack-

erel have high methylmercury levels. As predatory consumers of 

large fish, humans are also subject to methylmercury accumulation.

 The FDA warns against mercury exposure, particularly for 

women who are pregnant, may become pregnant, or are nursing, 

and children under the age of six. Methylmercury is a known neuro- 

toxin that is able to cross the blood–brain barrier into the central 

nervous system and placenta. It can be dangerous for anyone 

exposed to high concentrations, but is particularly dangerous to 

children whose nervous systems are still developing. The FDA 

recommends that fish with high mercury content be consumed no 

more than once a month for normal adults and completely avoided 

by children and pregnant women.

 For most fish consumers, tuna is the biggest concern. Bluefin, 

bigeye, and albacore (white) tuna contain the highest methylmercury  
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levels. Albacore is sometimes canned, but the most common 

canned tuna in the United States are yellowfin and skipjack tuna. 

Skipjack tuna, being a much smaller fish, is relatively low in methyl-

mercury compared to other options. It is usually labeled “chunk light 

tuna,” but you need to read the label carefully to see that it is not 

yellowfin or albacore.

PCBs

Farmed fish tend to be lower in mercury concentrations, but much 

higher in polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). PCBs are chemical 

contaminants known to cause problems with cognition, reproduc-

tion, development, and liver function and can promote endocrine 

disruption. They are also thought to be carcinogenic. Though their 

industrial use was banned back in the 1970s, PCB contamination 

is widespread in American waterways and throughout the world. 

PCBs pose a problem because virtually all fish have some contami-

nation, but farmed fish, particularly those fed fish meal and fish oils, 

tend to have more. Farmed fish are also usually less nutritious due 

to their limited diets. Did you know that all farmed salmon is dyed 

pink, because naturally it appears gray and unappetizing? Eeeew.

Basic Guidelines

For health, the basic guidelines I recommend include:

 • Eat fish two or three times a week.

 • Avoid large fish that accumulate mercury like tuna, shark, and 

swordfish.

 • Avoid farmed fish that contain PCBs.

 • Seek smaller fatty fish such as salmon, mackerel, and sardines.

 • Avoid freshwater fish caught by friends. Almost all lakes and riv-

ers are contaminated with high mercury levels.

Seafood Watch List

In matters of sustainability my go- to source is the Monterey Bay 

Aquarium’s Seafood Watch List.3 I don’t know as much about the 

environment as I do about health, but in general I follow the guide-

lines below to help myself sleep at night.
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BUY FRoM TRUSTED SoURCES. Since I personally cannot keep up 
on all the fish sustainability issues, I am sure to shop at places that 
do. Most small, high- end seafood vendors do a good job of at least 
telling you where their fish comes from and will often include sustain-
ability labels.

ShoP AT WhoLE FooDS. Though Whole Foods isn’t perfect, it does 
a great job of labeling the origin of its animal products. This is leaps 
and bounds over what most grocery stores do.

EAT WILD ALASKAN SALMoN. Alaskan fishing regulations are de-
signed to promote sustainability, and their methods have been in-
credibly effective. Alaskan salmon is also nutritionally superior to 
Atlantic or farmed salmon.

EAT SARDINES. These little guys are sustainable, healthy, and deli-
cious. I prefer fresh sardines, but I also enjoy the boneless, skinless 
sardines from cans. Pair with dry- as- a- bone white wine. Yum, yum.

NEVER, EVER EAT BLUEFIN TUNA. These magnificent animals are on 
the verge of extinction. Don’t do it!

EAT FISh AT RESPoNSIBLE RESTAURANTS. These days many high- 
end restaurants proudly label the origin of their fish on the menu. 
This is not always true, however, especially in Japanese restaurants.

NEVER ShoP AT ChEAP ASIAN FISh MARKETS. Cheap fish equals bad 
news. Sorry. I know a lot of  people rely on these, but personally I do 
not trust them. Many of the fish sold at these stores are shipped in 
from China (if the store clerks deny it, they are likely lying to you). 
China is notorious for intentionally mislabeling its food products. 
Don’t assume the fish from there is either safe or sustainable, re-
gardless of what the label says.

AVoID TUNA. Do you still order maguro (tuna) at sushi restaurants? 
How boring and unethical. Try getting something that you’ve never 
heard of that may be less likely to be overfished. And don’t be afraid 
to ask where it came from.

ASK ThE MoNTEREY BAY AqUARIUM. When in doubt, visit its Super 
Green List4 for the best seafood choices at the moment.
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The Top 10 Most Underrated Health Foods

We already know that food manufacturers and the media tend to ex-

aggerate the benefits of popular health foods, but what about all the 

wonderfully healthy foods they ignore? It’s time to shine the spot-

light on ten of my favorite healthy foods that never get the attention 

they deserve.

1. oysters

Per calorie, oysters are one of the most nutritious foods on the planet 

and are particularly high in essential omega- 3 fatty acids and vitamin 

D, which is notoriously tough to get from food. Also, because oysters 

lack a central nervous system and 95 percent of the world’s supply 

is sustainably farmed, some vegetarian thought leaders have argued 

that oysters can be included in the diet as an ethical source of natural 

vitamin B12 (present in significant quantities only in animal foods).

2. Sauerkraut and Kimchi

I’m the first to admit that fermented foods can be a little pungent, 

but that doesn’t preclude them from tasting delicious and being 

one of the healthiest things you can eat. Traditionally, fermentation 

has been used to preserve foods, but it also serves to increase nu-

tritional value and add friendly bacteria to the gut. These healthy 

microbes help with digestion and nutrient absorption, and without 

them our gut health deteriorates substantially, setting the stage for 

many chronic diseases.

3. Dark and organ Meats

 People often demonize meats, especially the darker varieties, for 

their fat content and overlook how nutritious they are. Of course, 

they are relatively higher in calories as well, which is why you don’t 

need to eat very much at a sitting. But fear of saturated fat shouldn’t 

deter you from enjoying the occasional piece of fatty meat every 

now and then. Organ meats in particular, like liver and kidney, are 

rich sources of essential nutrients, and they can be delicious when 

prepared properly.
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4. Seaweed

Okinawa is a small island in southern Japan that is home to some 

of the longest- lived  people on earth. Sea vegetables are a staple of 

the traditional Okinawan diet and are thought to be responsible for 

many aspects of Okinawans’ health. Seaweed is also a good source 

of iodine for  people who prefer to use high- end sea salts or kosher 

salt for cooking, which lack sufficient iodine. I make an effort to 

eat seaweed often and try as many different kinds as I can get my 

hands on.

5. Egg Yolks

I might be beating a dead horse with this one, but until I stop see-

ing friends and family throwing out perfectly good egg yolks, I’m 

just going to keep drilling home this point. Egg consumption is not 

associated with heart disease. Dietary cholesterol has a negligible 

impact on blood cholesterol, and for some  people whole eggs even 

improve blood lipids. Also, you’re throwing away so much tasty 

goodness. Keep in mind that if you buy fresh, pastured eggs (hens 

frolicking in grass eating bugs— find them at your local farmers mar-

ket or health food store), nutrient values will be significantly higher 

than in conventional eggs.

6. Beans and Lentils

My favorite thing about Tim Ferriss’s The 4- Hour Body is that it 

made beans and lentils cool to eat.6 I’ve been telling readers this for 

years, and finally  people are listening, but there are still a lot of folks 

out there who don’t appreciate how wonderful they really are.

 For myself and many others, weight loss is much easier when 

we include beans and lentils rather than eliminating carbohydrates 

completely. Plus they fill you with energy without the bloating and 

other negative effects that can sometimes come from grains. 

They’re also a great source of iron, folate, and other essential nu-

trients.

7. Root Vegetables

Root vegetables are right up there with the green leafies in my book. 

In fact, many of them are from the same cruciferous family. I never 
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come home from shopping without at least one bunch of radishes, 

salad turnips, or carrots. I also have a lot of love for beets, sun-

chokes, and even potatoes. Vegetables don’t need to be green to 

be good for you.

8. Coffee

Many  people view their morning brew as a vice, but in reality coffee 

is a healthy beverage. Coffee is one of the best sources of polyphe-

nols and antioxidants in many  people’s diets and has been proven 

to protect against liver disease, type 2 diabetes, and a host of other 

diseases. The biggest problem most  people have with coffee is con-

fusing the brew itself with the creamy, sugary drinks that are closer 

to milkshakes than health elixirs. The only real risk of too much cof-

fee is that it can upset your sleep.

9. hard Cheese

Yes, I just called cheese healthy. But of course I’m not talking about 

the processed American “cheese” that may or may not contain milk. 

Sadly, I’m not even talking about burrata. Hard cheeses that have 

been aged (think parmesan and asiago) are the most significant di-

etary source of vitamin K2, a nutrient that has been shown to protect 

against heart disease and cancer. Like meat, cheese has a lot of 

calories, so you still have to be careful about how much you eat. But 

it’s important to understand that cheese is not just empty calories, 

and in reasonable amounts it can actually be good for you.

10. Mushrooms

Americans tend to view mushrooms as a neutral food, but they have 

been used in Chinese medicine for thousands of years. Though 

there really isn’t enough evidence to make conclusive statements 

about the health benefits of all mushrooms, many compounds have 

been identified in mushrooms that show potential for boosting im-

munity and possibly protecting against cancer. Mushrooms are also 

an unappreciated source of vitamins and minerals and shouldn’t be 

ignored as low- calorie sponges that only go on pizza.
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Sliced Bread Was Never a Great Invention

Food marketers have been at it for nearly a century. They’re saving 

us time, making it ever easier for us to consume their products, and 

all they ask in return is to charge us a little extra for the “conve-

nience.” Aren’t they sweet?

 When pressed, most of us will acknowledge that the top priority 

of food marketers is not to make our lives easier or our food tastier, 

but to get us to eat (and spend) more. What’s truly remarkable is 

that, despite knowing this, we still parrot and defend their ideas as 

ardently as if we’d thought of them ourselves.

 Do you really believe Krispy Kreme makes the best doughnuts, 

Ben & Jerry’s makes the best ice cream, or life is impossibly difficult 

without presliced bread? My guess is you probably do, or at least 

did at some point. But the reality is that none of these things are 

true, and that we think they are is just a sign of brilliant marketing.

 Food isn’t like other products. There are  people who buy every 

single gadget that Apple creates, and if Apple started making twice 

as many products per year those  people would still buy them all. But 

humans can only eat so much food, which makes it difficult for food 

companies to expand their market and be competitive.

 Enter “added value.”

 Sliced bread, instant oatmeal, and single-serving Go- gurt are 

all examples of foods designed to be easier to eat. And companies 

correctly assume that we are happy to pay more for the free time 

these conveniences allot us. But does this freedom really make our 

lives better?

 I would never argue that time doesn’t have value. Though I think 

there is a strong case for slowing down and taking time to eat mind-

fully, I certainly see the appeal of fast and portable food. Having 

built, launched, and promoted my own website while simultaneously 

finishing my Ph.D., I certainly know what it means to be busy. But 

convenience is not the only thing you get when marketers sell you 

on their products. You also eat more, and you eat worse.

 Because sliced bread is easier to eat,  people tend to eat more of 

it, along with whatever they choose to put on top. Additionally, since 
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real bread quickly becomes stale when cut into smaller pieces, food 

companies have had to find new (non- ecofriendly) packaging and 

add preservatives, dough conditioners, and other chemicals to keep 

breads soft. The ingredient list on a loaf of Wonder Bread is truly 

remarkable:

Wheat Flour, Water, High Fructose Corn Syrup or Sugar, Yeast, 

Contains 2% or Less of: Ferrous Sulfate (Iron), B Vitamins (Nia-

cin, Thiamine Mononitrate (B- 1), Riboflavin (B- 2), Folic Acid), Barley 

Malt, Soybean Oil, Salt, Calcium Carbonate (Ingredient in Excess 

of Amount Present in Regular Enriched White Bread), Wheat Glu-

ten, Dough Conditioners (Sodium Stearoyl Lactylate, Mono and 

Diglycerides, Calcium Dioxide, Datem and/or Azodicarbonamide), 

Vitamin D- 3, Calcium Sulfate, Vinegar, Yeast Nutrients (Monocal-

cium Phosphate, Dicalcium Phosphate, Ammonium Sulfate, Ammo-

nium Phosphate and/or Ammonium Chloride), Cornstarch, Wheat 

Starch, Soy Flour, Whey, Calcium Propionate (to Retain Freshness), 

Soy Lecithin.

In contrast, the bread I buy at Acme, my local bakery, is made of 

flour, water, yeast, and salt. Special loaves may contain olives or 

herbs, but you get the general idea. I have to cut it myself, and it 

doesn’t last long if I leave it on the counter (it freezes absolutely 

beautifully), but the bread at Acme is also some of the best- tasting 

bread I’ve had in my life. Are you shocked that my Acme loaf costs 

around $2, while Wonder Bread costs close to $4?

 I don’t eat much bread, because it is not particularly healthy. 

But I enjoy burgers, pizza, sandwiches, naan, and other traditional 

foods way too much to cut it out completely. Reasonable quantities 

of bread can easily be incorporated into a healthy diet, particularly 

if you exercise regularly. But bread is not health food, and eating as 

little as you’re comfortable with is generally a good idea.

 We do not need unhealthy foods to be more convenient or less 

expensive. And if you’re going to put health aside and eat them any-

way, they should also taste absolutely amazing, not just good or 

even pretty good. Does presliced bread really make the cut? I don’t 

think so.

 Sliced bread was never a great invention— it was great market-

ing. “The greatest thing since sliced bread” was derived from an ad 
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campaign claiming its invention was “the greatest forward step in 

the baking industry since bread was wrapped.” The phrase may be 

perfect for describing brilliant marketing (“The greatest added- value 

campaign since sliced bread”), but do we really need to continue 

propagating the message that low- quality convenience food is the 

best invention of the past one hundred years?

 If we want a true benchmark for greatness, maybe we should 

change it to “The greatest thing since the Internet.”

Sugar Content of Some  
Common Food Products

Item Grams of Sugar

Krispy Kreme original glazed doughnut ....................................... 10

Luna Bar, berry almond ................................................................ 11

Froot Loops breakfast cereal, ¾ cup ............................................ 12

Ben & Jerry’s vanilla ice cream, cup ............................................. 16

Starbucks Caffè Latte, 16 ounces ................................................ 17

Godiva truffles, 2 pieces ............................................................... 17

Subway 6- inch sweet onion teriyaki chicken sandwich ............... 17

Mrs. Fields chocolate chip cookie ................................................ 19

Tropicana 100% orange juice, 8 ounces ...................................... 25

Yoplait original yogurt, 6 ounces .................................................. 27

Craisins dried cranberries, 1/3 cup ................................................ 29

Vitaminwater, 20 ounces ............................................................... 33

Oscar Mayer Lunchables, crackers, turkey,  

and American cheese .............................................................. 36

Coca- Cola Classic, 12 ounces ..................................................... 39

Sprinkles Cupcake, red velvet ...................................................... 45

California Pizza Kitchen Thai chicken salad ................................. 45

Jamba Juice, blackberry bliss, 16 ounces ................................... 49

Odwalla SuperFood, 15 ounces (450 ml) ...................................... 50

Starbucks Caffè Vanilla Frappuccino, 16 ounces ......................... 58
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The USDA’s MyPlate

Vegetables
Protein

Dairy

Fruits

Grains

The Foodist’s Plate

Water 
or wine

Vegetables 
cooked in 
natural oils

Fruit

Beans 
or intact 
grains

Wild fish or 
pastured 
meat

10"
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chapter five

KNoW Thy fooD
Two Weeks of Tracking,  
Because you’re Worth it
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Sample Foodist’s Journal

Monday

 11:00 a.m. ½ c. muesli w/ hemp milk, cinnamon

 12:30 p.m. Iced coffee, no cream

 4:00 p.m. Workout

 5:00 p.m. Starving! Spinach feta Peasant Pie

 8:00 p.m. Dinner at Dosa: split Chenai chicken (w/ salad),  
dahi puri, and lamb curry w/ lemon rice with Kevin

 Evening: 2 glasses white wine

 Total steps:  15K

 Comments: Late start was a killer, threw off my whole day 

Tuesday

 8:30 a.m. ½ c. warm muesli, Americano w/ splash of cream

 1:00 p.m. 2 scrambled eggs in butter, ½ c. kimchi

 4:00 p.m.  Workout

 5:30 p.m.  Coconut: water and flesh

 7:30 p.m. Lacinato kale (1 bunch), 4 oz. tempeh, sautéed w/ soy 
sauce and garlic; 1 very small avocado

 Total steps: 14K

 Comments: Dinner was good, but a little too big; felt much better 
today than yesterday

Wednesday

 8:30 a.m. ½ c. warm muesli, Americano w/ splash of cream 

 11:45 a.m. Lunch at Plow: roasted kabocha squash salad, arugula, 
hazelnuts, vinaigrette, asiago; 1 bite of Kevin’s egg 
scramble (tomatoes, spinach, feta); herbal iced tea

 2:00 p.m. Workout

 4:00 p.m. Early Girl tomato

 5:30 p.m. 1½ c. homemade popcorn w/ butter, salt

 6:30 p.m. Roasted chicken leg, 5 very small potatoes, mixed 
green salad w/ tomato, carrot, radish, basil, vinaigrette

 Total steps:  13K
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Thursday

 9:00 a.m.  Workout 

 11:00 a.m. Muesli, coffee per usual

 3:30 p.m. ½ leftover chicken breast, 4 small potatoes, 2 Early Girl 
tomatoes

 6:30 p.m. Got roped into 5-course pasta-tasting menu (required 
whole-table participation); hardly any veggies; hard 
to track portions, but tried not to get full; had a few 
dessert bites; wine pairings, about 2½ glasses total

 Total steps:  12.5K

 Comments: Dinner not that good; felt like a waste of an indulgence

Friday

 7:30 a.m.  Warm muesli, coffee w/ cream 

 11:30 a.m. Workout

 1:00 p.m. Half chicken breast plus wing, 2 very small potatoes, 
mixed green salad w/ carrot, radish, tomato

 7:00 p.m. Sautéed tempeh and radishes, tossed w/ radish greens 
and avocado, oil, vinegar

 Total steps:  11K

 Comments: Good day

Saturday

 11:00 a.m.  Coffee w/ cream

 12:30 p.m. Fresh English muffin, butter, poached farm egg, smoked 
salmon, dry-farmed tomato slices, arugula (homemade 
w/ farmers market ingredients—epic) 

 12:45 p.m. Roseblush apple

 3:00 p.m.  Workout

 5:00 p.m.  ¼ c. trail mix

 8:00 p.m. At party: 2 slices roast beef, 2 (duck?) lettuce cups 
(mostly veggies), assorted cold vegetables, 3 whiskey 
punch cocktails; dessert: many raspberries, a few 
strawberries, 4–5 chocolate bites 

 Total steps:  13K

 Comments: Should have eaten more dinner food, less sugar
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Sunday

 10:00 a.m. 2 cappuccino

 11:00 a.m.  2 scrambled eggs w/ scallion (cooked in butter),  
1 Arkansas Black apple

 1:30 p.m. Organic chicken fajitas, fresh guacamole, tortilla chips 
(1 c. chips)

 6:00 p.m. 1 c. homemade roasted tomato and pepper soup w/  
horseradish/chive crème fraîche, pan-roasted brussels 
sprouts w/ pine nuts, cannellini beans w/ butter, olive 
oil, parsley, 1 Italian sausage (Whole Foods), 1 glass  
red wine

 Total steps: 10K

 Comments: Felt like too much food today. Full.
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How to Make Your Own Muesli— 
 It’s Stupid Easy

Muesli is my favorite alternative to traditional breakfast cereal. It’s 

minimally processed, has no added sugar, and when made properly 

is quite tasty. The only problem is that these are features that food 

companies hate, because foods that have them are not big sellers. 

This makes it difficult to find muesli, particularly a high- quality ver-

sion at a reasonable price.

 Luckily, it’s stupid easy to make your own muesli. Doing it your-

self is also a lot cheaper and lets you customize the mix to your 

preferences. All you need is some rolled grains (oats or mixed 

grains work fine) and an assortment of nuts and dried fruits of your 

choosing— you don’t even need a real recipe.

 For my personal recipe I use a five- grain cereal that I found at my 

local market (about $2). I add some roasted and lightly salted mixed 

nuts, some extra hazelnuts (because I love them), some golden rai-

sins, and some dried currants (about $4 total). It tastes amazing, even 

better than the expensive stuff I used to buy, and lasts much longer.

 I sometimes eat my muesli mixed with a little plain yogurt, but 

these days I prefer to just pour half a cup of it into a bowl (I leave a 

measuring cup in the container as a scooper), add some water, and 

microwave it for 2 minutes. It comes out like the tastiest oatmeal you’ve 

ever had. I sprinkle a hefty dose of cinnamon on top and maybe add a 

splash of unsweetened hemp or almond milk, and it tastes delicious. 

If you’re still acclimating to the lack of sugar in muesli, you can try 

stirring in a spoonful of peanut butter, low- sugar jam, or honey.
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Finding the Courage to Roast a Chicken

I wish I had a dollar for every time I’ve heard a foodie proclaim that 

roasting a chicken is the easiest thing in the world and the perfect 

place for new cooks to start. Please. I can think of at least a hundred 

things easier to cook than roast chicken, with salad being the undis-

puted champion (and scrambled eggs the runner- up).

 Buying and cooking a whole chicken requires a number of steps 

that can make a new cook uncomfortable. First you have to know 

where to get the chicken— and if you want a pastured, antibiotic- 

free bird (as you should), this isn’t always straightforward. To make 

the purchase you must also be comfortable talking to the butcher, 

even though there’s a good chance you have no idea what you’re 

talking about. You have to be willing and able to deal with raw meat, 

which makes many  people queasy in and of itself. Cooking meat 

also requires special equipment, such as a meat thermometer and  

a roasting pan, which newbies might not have access to. So, no, 

roasting chicken is not the easiest thing on earth. But if you can get 

over all those things, it really isn’t that hard either.

 I had a zillion excuses for why it took me so long to roast my first 

chicken. I think the main one was that a whole chicken just sounds 

so big, like too much work and too much food. But I was inspired by 

Ruth Reichl’s recipe in her book Garlic and Sapphires,2 so I finally 

built up the courage to make it happen.

 I’m happy to report that I now roast chickens regularly and finally 

consider them one of the easier dishes in my repertoire. The differ-

ence in flavor between a real farm- fresh chicken and the massive 

“boneless skinless” breasts I grew up eating is truly phenomenal. 

That alone is reason enough to try the recipe in my opinion.

 Here’s the slightly easier version of Reichl’s recipe I’ve adapted.

Simple Roast Chicken

1 3-  to 4- pound roasting chicken

Chopped fresh herbs

1 to 2 tablespoons butter (optional)

1 lemon (optional)

Salt and pepper

olive oil
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Preheat the oven to 400˚F. Remove the bag of innards from 
inside the cavity if necessary. Rinse the bird with cold water 
and pat dry with paper towels. Place the chicken, breast side 
up, in a 9 × 13- inch roasting pan (one with at least 2- inch 
sides). Remove the excess fat from near the tail and put it 
under the skin of the breast meat (or use a  couple of pats of 
butter if there isn’t enough fat). Season the meat by placing 
fresh chopped herbs like rosemary or chives under the breast 
skin with the fat or butter. Put a fork- punctured lemon into the 
cavity (optional, but recommended). Coat the skin with salt, 
pepper, and olive oil, and bake for 1 hour or until the tem-
perature reaches 165˚ in the thigh meat (away from the bone).

Sure it’s simple, but I know I’m not the only one intimidated 
by the idea of buying and cooking an entire chicken.
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10 Simple Goals to Get You  
Started Eating Healthy

1. Eat breakfast

Eating a healthy breakfast is one of the easiest ways to improve your 

healthstyle. Breakfast is quick and easy to make, and even healthy 

ones taste great. Start here to automatically improve 30 percent of 

your daily meals.

2. Buy groceries weekly

Shopping is an essential habit for the obvious reason that to eat 

better, you need to have better food in your house. Get yourself on a 

regular, practical shopping schedule, and don’t be lazy about it. Use 

all that willpower you saved up by ditching diets and build a healthy 

shopping habit.

3. Eat something green at lunch and dinner

This is one of those simple, easy- to- implement changes that gets 

you in the habit of making healthier choices on a regular basis. You 

don’t need to go all in on salad every time, just try to include some-

thing green, even if it’s a small side dish. Train yourself to eat those 

veggies.

4. Eat fish three times a week

Fish is especially healthy, and getting in the practice of having it 

several times a week is a great habit to develop. When possible, use 

fish to replace less healthy foods, like processed meats.

5. Limit added sugar to once a week

It’s smart to start recognizing foods with added sugar for what they 

are: dessert. If you’re currently eating a lot of sugary foods, start 

by cutting back gradually, working your way down over time. The 

important step is that you learn to keep track of how often you eat 

dessert each week and keep the number in a range that optimizes 

your health and happiness.
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6. Try a new type of vegetable every week

In the foodist spirit of adventure and in the name of nutrient diver-

sity, getting in the habit of trying new vegetables is an excellent way 

to keep your healthstyle exciting. There’s no need to go nuts with 

this, but trying a new fruit or vegetable every week or so is a great 

way to develop your foodist palate, particularly if your current diet is 

limited to a handful of common items.

7. Bring your lunch to work

This isn’t going to be feasible for everyone, but if you can swing 

bringing your lunch to work, even for a few days a week, it can have 

a tremendous impact on your health and body weight.

8. Cook dinner at home on weekdays

Even I can’t bring myself to cook at home every night, but I make an 

effort to do it every Sunday through Thursday. The more I succeed, 

the easier it is to control my weight.

9. Carry a water bottle

I drink so much water that it makes me uncomfortable to go out for 

more than a  couple of hours without bringing my own bottle with 

me. Thirst is often mistaken for hunger, and staying hydrated is an 

effective way to dampen unconscious eating habits.

10. Embrace NEAT

Most  people think of treadmills and dumbbells when they think of 

exercise, but simply moving more throughout the course of the day 

(also known as nonexercise activity thermogenesis, or NEAT) can 

burn more calories than a daily gym trip. To keep tabs on your activ-

ity levels, invest in a pedometer or activity tracker,* and make sure 

you meet your daily goal.

* The Fitbit and the Nike+ FuelBand work well.
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chapter six

shoppiNG  
aND CooKiNG

a Crash Course in  
Becoming a Kitchen Ninja
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10 Reasons You Hate to Cook  
(and What to Do About Them)

I don’t like the word “hate” and try not to use it. I especially dislike it 

when it is applied to any kind of food or cooking. Do you really hate 

asparagus? Or are you just whining about something you haven’t 

bothered to learn to appreciate? Yeah, I thought so.

 You don’t have to love cooking, but knowing the basics and feel-

ing competent in the kitchen can open a world of opportunity to im-

prove your quality of life. But sure, go ahead and hate it if you want.

For the cautiously curious, here are a few of the obstacles that may 

be preventing you from getting past your pessimism and what to do 

to get over them.

1. You suck at it

The first thing you need to do is understand the difference between 

not liking cooking and not liking to be bad at cooking. Big differ-

ence. I didn’t like being bad at cooking either, but there is a pretty 

easy solution: learn how. It’s much easier than you think.

2. You’re slow

I know you’re busy. We all have better things to do than slave away 

over one lousy meal. But when you aren’t experienced in the kitch-

en, the planning, shopping, chopping, cooking, and cleaning can 

feel as if they take forever. That’s because they do.

 I can always spot kitchen rookies by how long it takes them to 

chop an onion (seriously it takes like twenty seconds max). The 

good news is that with a little practice and some decent knives (see 

the next reason), you can slash the time you spend making a meal 

until you barely notice. Ditto for cleaning up. Seriously, put some 

muscle into it, and it’s over in no time.

3. You have crappy knives

I generally don’t advise spending money to solve problems, but 

knives in the kitchen are an exception. Spending $50 on a halfway 
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decent chef’s knife can do wonders for your kitchen confidence and 

efficiency. And you probably already know what an inspiration a 

shiny new toy can be.

4. You pick complicated recipes

Some of the best meals I’ve ever eaten had less than five ingredients. 

If you’ve never cooked anything in your life, cassoulet shouldn’t be 

the first recipe you try.

 Rather than finding a recipe and deciding to cook it, start with 

an ingredient that is seasonal and you know you enjoy. It’s hard to 

mess up kale and garlic (try Sautéed Kale with Pistachios and Gar-

lic, p. 239). Learn to fly before you jump off a cliff.

5. You choose out- of- season ingredients

The main reason  people don’t like (fill in the vegetable) is that they 

have only had it from industrial farms that grow foods out of sea-

son. I agree, you’d have to be a masochist to like those clones.

 Farmers markets and dedicated produce stands are your 

friends. In- season ingredients taste worlds better than the out- 

of- season stuff shipped from the opposite hemisphere. Your food 

doesn’t have to be 100 percent local, but at least pick foods that 

grow in the same season you happen to be living in. This alone could 

completely change your cooking experience.

6. Your pantry is inadequate

It can be really annoying to flip through a recipe book or food blog 

and realize that you need to make one or many grocery trips in order 

to make any dish, because you don’t have olive oil, salt, pepper, red 

wine vinegar, or red chili flakes. A well- stocked pantry and fridge will 

remove many of the barriers to cooking at home.

7. You cook everything to death

Just because your mom cooked broccoli until it was dark gray and 

could be eaten by an infant doesn’t mean that’s how food is sup-

posed to be prepared. Most vegetables cook quickly and taste bet-

ter when they haven’t been boiled beyond recognition. When your 
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vegetables turn bright green in the pan, that’s your cue that the 

cooking is nearly done.

8. You only cook for large groups

Your first cooking forays shouldn’t be huge productions. Instead of 

hosting a big dinner or bringing food to a potluck of thirty  people as 

your cooking debut, start by volunteering to help in the kitchen with 

someone who knows what he or she is doing. Or make a side dish 

or a simple one- pot meal for yourself. Practice makes perfect, and 

you want your first experiences to go smoothly, so your elephant 

doesn’t get scared away.

9. You only cook for special occasions

New cooks don’t need any extra pressure in the kitchen. If you’re 

just learning your way around the range, maybe you should hold off 

on cooking for your Valentine’s Day date. It can be stressful to just 

coordinate a special meal; you don’t need the added pressure of 

possibly ruining a holiday. Start your real kitchen adventures in the 

privacy of your own home.

10. You don’t ask for help

If you are truly new to cooking, you may as well acknowledge that 

you will be slow and lack the basic skills and intuition of a seasoned 

chef. You are definitely capable of getting there, but in the meantime 

make your experience as pleasant as possible by letting others con-

tribute their expertise and knife skills when you want to cook. It is 

also nice to have an extra pair of hands for cleanup.
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Basic knife set

a fooDis T ’s  pa N T ry

once you have your gear, it’s time to focus on your pantry. a well- 
stocked pantry will enable you to turn almost any random ingredient 
into a delicious meal, since it can provide flavor, variety, and sometimes 
even substance to other ingredients. here are the essentials, plus a few 
more worth keeping around for good measure.

ol i v e oi l

you’ll be cooking pretty much everything in olive oil, so it is important 
to find a brand you enjoy and can afford in large quantities. i don’t 
recommend buying a superfancy kind for everyday cooking, so any 
cold- pressed olive oil should do the trick. i do, however, recommend 
finding a nicer extra-virgin olive oil for dressing salads and drizzling on 
finished dishes. These come in smaller bottles and are more expensive, 
but you use less, and the flavor is worth the extra cost.

s a lT

like olive oil, salt is indispensable. Though you’ve probably seen head-
lines that salt is the devil’s seasoning, the truth is that 75 percent of the 
sodium consumed in the United states comes from processed foods. if 
you aren’t eating those foods, then salt isn’t a problem for you. and if 
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it makes your vegetables tastier (and therefore make you more likely to 
eat them), i’d argue that using salt is healthier than not.

for a basic kitchen i recommend stocking two kinds of salt, one 
chunky sea salt that you can grind onto dishes and a carton of plain 
iodized table salt for adding to boiling water, soups, and other liquid- 
based dishes. iodine is an essential nutrient, and unless you eat a lot of 
seaweed (which i do recommend, but may not be practical for every-
one), using the occasional pinch of iodized salt is a good idea. More 
advanced cooks can experiment with the fancy salts from around the 
globe.

pe ppe r

yep, you’ll need pepper. i recommend getting a grinder with some 
high- quality whole peppercorns. it’ll taste better than the generic pre-
ground stuff or even the peppercorns that come with the grinder you 
bought. Call me a snob, but i usually toss those out, because they don’t 
have any flavor. a cheaper option is the spice aisle of the grocery store, 
which will sometimes carry good peppercorns with their own dispos-
able grinder built into the container.

v i N eG a r

vinegar is one of those things that can sound unappealing if you 
haven’t had much experience with it, but once you start your kitchen 
experiments, it will become your secret weapon. vinegar adds acidity 
to foods, which your palate translates into a sour taste. This might not 
sound good on its own, but think about what a squeeze of lemon adds 
to a lobster tail or a splash of lime juice to guacamole (or cold Mexican 
beer). a hint of acidity can add a brightness to foods that taste dull 
or flat and is often the best way to fix a boring soup, sauce, or stir- fry. 
Different vinegars also impart different character to dishes depending 
on what they are made from. for instance, i prefer a nutty brown rice 
vinegar when i’m cooking Japanese food, but for a spring salad vinai
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grette, i adore a low- acid red wine vinegar mixed with some fruity extra- 
virgin olive oil, chopped chives, and a hint of Dijon mustard. Balsamic 
vinegar is another must, because of its distinctive sweet flavor. it’s easy 
to go crazy with vinegar, but if you’re just getting started i recommend 
some decent balsamic, rice, and red wine vinegars to start. They don’t 
have to break the bank, but don’t choose the cheapest stuff in the store 
either.

s To C K

having chicken, beef, and vegetable stock in your pantry means that 
on any day of the week you can have soup for dinner. stock can also 
add boatloads of flavor to ordinary vegetable and meat dishes, mak-
ing you wonder how and when you became such an amazing cook. 
Though die- hard foodies insist on making their own stock, i’ve found 
that no matter how many chicken carcasses i save in my freezer, i never 
have enough stock around to rely on consistently. Consequently, i keep 
store- bought chicken and beef stock in my pantry for whenever i don’t 
have the real stuff. My favorite lately is the bouillon paste that comes 
in little jars. i think the flavor is better than bouillon cubes, and they 
are easier to store than the big boxes or cans of broth. remember to 
refrigerate your paste once you open it.

Be a Ns a N D l e N T i l s

at any given time i have about half a dozen dry bean varietals in my 
pantry. i also keep several kinds of lentils for good measure. Beans and 
lentils are both members of the legume family, since they are fruits that 
grow in pods. i always make at least one large batch of beans or lentils 
to supplement my meals throughout the week.

Gr a i Ns

intact grains are another staple worth stocking in bulk. of course, i 
always keep a big container full of my morning muesli and enough  
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rolled grains to make another batch when i run out. i also have an 
impressive stock of farro, my favorite grain to cook with, and two or 
three kinds of quinoa (pronounced keen- wah)— red and black are my 
favorite. My rice collection includes containers of short- , medium- , and 
long- grain brown rice as well as some Japanese haiga rice, which has 
had the bran polished away but retains the nutritious (and flavorful) 
germ. Though i use all of these sparingly, i consider them essential 
components of my foodist pantry.

Ja r r e D ToM aToe s

ironically, tomatoes (my website’s namesake) are one of the few veg-
etables that survive the canning process with a lot of their qualities 
intact. Because of the presence of bisphenol a (Bpa) in the plastic lin-
ing of cans, these days i usually opt for jars of tomatoes instead. But 
regardless of the vehicle, i’ve come to depend on preserved tomatoes 
whenever i’m low on fresh ingredients or just feeling as though i need 
more red foods in my life. added to meat, vegetables, beans, or all of 
the above, a jar of tomatoes can turn a few simple ingredients into a 
full meal.

N U Ts

Nuts are one of those miracle ingredients that make almost everything 
taste better and more satisfying. They even bring an air of elegance to 
a dish that may otherwise seem a little lackluster. The beauty of nuts is 
they come in so many different sizes and flavors that they’re nearly as 
useful as herbs for mixing up the taste of a dish. i always have a stock of 
walnuts, pine nuts, pistachios, pecans, almonds, hazelnuts, and maca-
damias in my pantry, but your imagination is your limit. Go nuts.

B a siC spiC e s

i don’t recommend buying one of those giant prefilled spice racks that 
take up half of your kitchen counter with sad, expired herbs. however, 
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there are a few basic spices worth having at all times. for me these in-
clude vietnamese cinnamon, red chili flakes, coriander, cumin seeds, 
curry powder, dried oregano, cayenne pepper, paprika, garlic powder, 
and sesame seeds.

fooDis T pa N T ry 2 .0

The list above is more than enough to get you started, but veteran food-
ists will probably want to expand their pantry with a few more esoteric 
goodies. here are some items that, although not 100 percent necessary, 
can really take your cooking to the next level. These will let you dabble 
in some ethnic cuisines without a complete pantry overhaul. feel free 
to add or omit whatever you please from this list. This is just to give you 
a sense of what i keep in my own pantry to get you started.

soy s aUC e

There’s so much tastiness you can make with soy sauce that it’s worth 
always having a supply in the house. Be careful, though. soy sauce usu-
ally contains gluten. so if you are sensitive, be sure to find the gluten- 
free kind.

f ish s aUC e

i know it doesn’t sound appealing, but fish sauce is a wonderful in-
gredient that, like soy sauce, adds salty and umami* components to 
southeast asian foods. Thai soups are delicious and easy to make, but 
you’ll need some fish sauce in your pantry.

Da sh i

if you like Japanese food, you need to keep some dashi around. Dashi 
is the delicate bonito-  and seaweed- based broth that appears in seem-

* Umami describes the savory flavor characteristic of proteins.
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every Japanese dish. it’s heavenly, and you can’t make good Japanese 
food at home without it. it’s fairly easy to find instant dashi in dried 
pellets. it tastes pretty good, but i prefer the bottles of concentrated 
dashi from the Japanese market here in the city. you may need to bring 
a Japanese friend to translate if you want to try and find your own.

C o C oN U T M i l K

Cans of coconut milk are an excellent way to mix up a stir- fry, soup, 
or sauce, so it’s worth keeping a can or two in case you get inspired to 
make something a little different. These days i can often find the little 
half cans, which are the perfect size for most dishes. if full- size cans are 
all that are stocked at a grocer near you, remember to freeze whatever 
you don’t use.

Dr i e D C h i l i e s

My dried chili collection is almost as impressive as my bean collection. 
i have dried dragon peppers, ancho chilies, Thai chilies, cayenne chil-
ies, you name it. Dried chilies have a more complex flavor than fresh 
chilies, and you can amplify this by toasting them a bit in a pan before 
using them. if you are among the capsaicin intolerant,* remember that 
not all peppers are spicy, so even you can benefit from keeping a few in 
the pantry. i usually dry fresh chilies myself in a low oven during the 
peak of chili season, but even if you buy predried chilies, they’re great 
to keep around to add depth to any dish.

Dr i e D M Ush ro oMs

similarly, dried mushrooms have a different flavor from fresh mush-
rooms and can turn a boring broth or sauce into an amazing one. you 
don’t need a lot. i like to keep a small supply of dried porcini mush-
rooms for italian dishes and dried shiitake mushrooms for Chinese 

* Capsaicin is the active chemical in hot peppers.
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cooking. Mushroom broth is also an excellent substitute for beef broth 
if you’re looking to make a recipe vegetarian- friendly.

a NC hov i e s

another misunderstood ingredient, anchovies are more than just small, 
salty, tangy little fish. Think of them as a seasoning, like salt or bouil-
lon. rather than adding a fishy taste, they bring depth, complexity, 
and of course saltiness to a dish. italians really know how to use them, 
so if you’d like to explore what anchovies are capable of, find a good 
italian cookbook and enjoy. Trust me, you’ll love them.

s a r Di N e s

sardines are less of a seasoning and more of a main ingredient than an-
chovies. i keep sardines and other preserved fish like smoked mackerel 
and trout in my pantry for snack emergencies. i find that a can of sar-
dines is a great source of instant protein when i’ve been unable to make 
it to the grocery store and have run out of eggs and yogurt. They’re an 
acquired taste, but delicious. if you’re a little squeamish about the idea 
of fish in a can, look for the boneless, skinless sardines. They’re a little 
less alien for first- timers.

pa r M e s a N C h e e se

forget about those green cans of processed goop and go directly to 
the cheese aisle for a slab of fresh parmesan. like so many other items 
on this list, you should think of parmesan cheese less like a single 
entity and more like a seasoning to enhance an already excellent dish. 
parmesan is another way to get that salty, umami flavor into drab 
meals, and just a  couple of slides across the cheese grater can trans-
form meat and vegetable dishes alike. a block of parmesan lasts virtu-
ally forever in the fridge (small mold patches can be scraped off and 
the rest of the cheese is still good), and you can even use the rind as 
flavoring in broths and soups.
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pr e se rv e D l e MoNs

Though not as easy to find as the rest of the items listed here, pre-
served lemons are one of those ingredients that can trick everyone 
into thinking you’re a brilliant chef. like anchovies, they bring a 
tangy, salty flavor, but their added spices also create a rich complex-
ity. Use them like a condiment in soups and stir- fries, and on fish and 
meat dishes, and be amazed. There are many great resources online 
to make your own if you can’t find any in your town. store them in 
the fridge.

C a pe r s

Capers are another way to fancy up a dish without much effort. They’re 
easy enough to store that i always have some in the pantry or fridge, 
and they’ve been known to save the day on multiple occasions.

ol i v e s

although expensive olives are nice if you can get them, i find that 
it never hurts to keep a jar of pitted kalamata olives in the pantry 
for olive emergencies. They happen. if you have tomatoes, garlic, 
anchovies, capers, olives, and chili flakes around, you always have a 
puttanesca sauce available for dinner. What more could you ask for, 
really?

e x pa N De D spiC e s

Chinese five spice, turmeric, smoked paprika, star anise, cardamom, 
mustard seeds, and ground cloves are all spices i cannot live without. 
Though i don’t do it every day, once a week or so i like to make a 
dish inspired by some of my favorite ethnic cuisines— Chinese, indian, 
Japanese, Thai, or vietnamese. of course, these kind of kitchen experi-
ments aren’t a requirement, but they can make your time in front of the 
stove more fun and less monotonous.
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e sseN T i a l GroCer i e s

a stocked pantry is half the battle in building a foodist’s healthstyle, 
but to make tasty meals you’ll also need a few fresh grocery items in 
your fridge at all times. Most of these store well, so if you pick them 
up every week or two, you’re in business. once you’ve got these basics, 
you’re ready to start shopping for dinner.

sM a l l oN ioNs

i rarely buy the big yellow onions (unless i’m making soup, chili, or 
something similar), but i always have some more delicate onions on 
hand. There are lots of options to choose from, including shallots, leeks, 
green onions (scallions), cipollini, ramps, and chives. Unlike their big 
yellow or red cousins, these have mild flavor and will not overpower a 
dish or make you cry when you cut them. i rotate through my different 
options depending on the season. spring is my favorite time for onions 
of all denominations.

G a r l iC

i don’t use a ton of garlic, because too much of it can mask the subtle 
flavors of the delicious ingredients i buy. But i always have garlic in the 
house, and i use it almost every day. one clove can absolutely trans-
form a bunch of kale until even kids and teenagers are begging for 
more. i’m not picky about my garlic; whatever you can find will prob-
ably work just fine. Just make sure it’s fresh.

l e MoNs or l i M e s

The finishing touch of a dish is often what turns it from something 
good into something great. sometimes this is a sprinkle of good sea 
salt or a drizzle of fancy olive oil. But oftentimes it takes a squeeze of 
lemon or lime juice to get the flavors perfectly balanced. They store well 
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in the fridge, so it’s worth picking up a lemon or lime on most of your 
shopping adventures.

pa r sl e y

i don’t know when exactly parsley got relegated to garnish status, but 
it’s a tragedy that must be remedied. flat- leaf, italian parsley is the most 
versatile herb i’ve ever found. its flavor is fresh and bright, and just a 
handful of chopped parsley makes any dish taste better. another bonus 
is that, unlike some of the more delicate leafy herbs, parsley stores in-
credibly well in the refrigerator for well over a week. it’s the best.

fr e sh h e r B s

for all other fresh herbs i use a different strategy. since a little goes a 
long way, i usually only pick one or two to have in my kitchen each 
week (in addition to parsley). Which i use depends on the other foods 
i’m buying. for example, Mexican food thrives with cilantro and oreg-
ano. french vegetables are beautiful with thyme. roasted meats and 
potatoes go best with rosemary. Mint is wonderful on vietnamese and 
Moroccan food. Basil makes almost everything taste amazing. experi-
ment. fresh herbs can change the way you approach cooking.

eG Gs

eggs are my number one go- to easy meal or snack. scramble some up 
with those green onions we mentioned earlier for a quick two- minute 
breakfast or lunch. add an egg to anything to make it more substantial 
and extra tasty. Boil some eggs and bring them to work for a filling, 
satisfying snack. i adore eggs. and, no, they do not cause heart disease.

pl a i N yo GU rT

Though i go in and out of my yogurt phases, i think it is a great gro-
cery item to keep around for a quick, filling snack. it’s great for break-
fast with a little muesli and cinnamon. plain yogurt is also a wonderful 
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42 Code Words for Sugar

brown rice syrup

cane sugar

maltodextrin

corn- syrup solids

refiner’s syrup

evaporated cane 

juice

sucrose

glucose

evaporated cane 

juice crystals

caramel

dextrin

golden syrup

dried oat syrup

crystalline fructose

malt syrup

coconut palm sugar

beet sugar

fruit juice 

concentrate

maltose

treacle

agave nectar

molasses

inverted sugar

palm sugar

date sugar

gum syrup

carob syrup

high- fructose corn 

syrup

honey

brown sugar

pear juice 

concentrate

maple syrup

simple syrup

muscavado

corn syrup

dextrose

grape sugar

sweetened 

condensed milk

barley malt

corn sweetener

dehydrated cane 

juice

sorghum syrup

condiment and garnish for dishes that can be a quick substitute for 
sour cream or crème fraîche. Just don’t get the sugary fruit (or vanilla) 
kind that is often closer to dessert than a healthy snack.

C oN Di M e N Ts

My fridge is never without mustard (for salad dressings and marinades), 
tahini (sesame paste that makes vegetables taste amazing), a tube of to-
mato paste, and kimchi (spicy fermented cabbage) or sauerkraut (non-
spicy fermented cabbage). Though there are a few other miscellaneous 
condiments in my fridge, these are the ones i find indispensable.
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Does it have  
a label?

Was it  
ever alive?

Are any ingredients 
in Latin or  

sciencese?

Is it a spice or 
condiment?

Is it a grain, nut,  
or legume?

Are there more than  
5 ingredients?

Does it have  
nutrition info?

It’s either a hair or 
household product

NoT FooD

Well done, you’re at 
the produce aisle 
or meat counter

Grab  
lightbulbs for 

the garage

IT’S A FooD

EAT IT

You’re probably  
in the home- 

improvement aisle

Do NoT EAT

Are you on the perimeter  
of the store?

Does it make  
health claims?

Might it contain 
bacon anyway?

EAT AT YoUR  
oWN RISK

Probably  
dog food

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO NO

yes

yes yes

yes

yes

yes

how to Find Real Food at the Supermarket

NO yes

NOyes

yes

NO

NOyes
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chapter seven

ZeN aND The arT 
of MiNDfUl eaTiNG
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18 Tips to Eat More Slowly and Mindfully

1. Practice 

Eating quickly is a habit that needs to be broken. Make a point to 

practice mindful eating by scheduling it into your day. Write it in your 

calendar, leave notes on your fridge, and send yourself reminders 

before meals until your new habits become automatic.

2. Chew twenty- five times

Chewing is probably the simplest and most effective way to develop  

the habit of eating mindfully. There used to be an entire dieting 

movement, led by the late Horace Fletcher, based on the idea that 

chewing more helped you eat less. Though Fletcher took this idea 

a little far (and was arguably a little crazy), there is reliable scientific 

data that extra chewing results in less overall food intake.

 You might think that you chew your food, but there’s a good 

chance you are swallowing a lot of it whole. Take smaller bites and 

chew your food thoroughly. Notice the texture of what you are eating 

and appreciate what it adds to your meal. This is something I need 

to remind myself of directly before I eat, so I keep this on my to- do 

list. Once the habit develops, you will feel uncomfortable swallowing 

large, unchewed hunks of food.* I recommend twenty- five chews per 

bite, but likely anything over twenty chews will provide a benefit. The 

most important part is that you choose a number and count your 

chews until you reach it. The number itself is less consequential.

3. Put down your fork 

The classic recommendation to put down your fork (or sandwich) 

between bites has stuck around for one simple reason: it works. 

When we are not eating mindfully, our hands go into shoveling mode; 

our fork is primed with another bite almost instantly after popping 

the last one in our mouth. Putting your fork down forces you to relax 

a bit and focus on chewing what you already have.

* This is actually the reward for your chewing habit— I told you they were subtle.
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4. Drink 

Another way you can force yourself to slow down is to consciously 

sip your drink throughout your meal. This requires you to put your 

fork down, chew, and swallow before eating more. It also adds liq-

uid to your stomach and can help you feel more full. Water is a 

perfect choice, but even sipping wine can slow down your meal 

(though it may decrease your inhibition when the dessert menu 

gets passed around).

5. Feed yourself with your nondominant hand

Making things more difficult is a great way to force yourself to pay 

attention to what you’re doing. One simple way to do this is to force 

yourself to eat with your nondominant hand, which for 90 percent 

of us is our left hand. It might be too much to do this for every meal, 

but trying it for breakfast and snacks is a good place to start. Be 

careful, though; if you get too good at it, you can slip back into your 

mindless habits.

6. Eat everything with chopsticks for a week

Even if you grew up with chopsticks as your primary utensil, you’ve 

probably never used them to eat a sandwich or a bag of chips. I 

once heard a story about a local tech company that asked a bunch 

of its employees to use chopsticks exclusively for a week as a mind-

fulness exercise. Although weight loss was not the goal, everyone in 

the office lost weight and several reported life- changing realizations 

as a result of the project.

 One person dropped his morning bagel habit when he realized 

that the chopsticks prevented him from experiencing the part of the 

ritual that he enjoyed the most. Apparently the taste of the bagel was 

not as appealing as the act of ripping the doughy bread apart with 

his hands. Once he realized that actually eating the bagel wasn’t 

important to him, he decided to give it up.

7. Take your first bite with your eyes closed

I once went to a restaurant where the entire dining experience, in-

cluding being seated at the table, occurred in the pitch dark. The 

idea was to focus exclusively on the experience of eating, without 
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the distraction of vision. Unfortunately, the food at this restaurant 

was terrible, and focusing on it only made this point more obvious. 

But it was a good lesson, and I was certainly not tempted to overeat 

as a result. Eating all of your meals in the dark or even with your eyes 

closed is not very practical, but taking the time to taste your first 

bite with your full attention can help you eat the rest of your meal 

more mindfully. Focus on all the flavors in your mouth and how they 

interact as well as the smells and textures. This will help you both 

appreciate your food and eat more slowly.

8. Eat with other slow eaters 

We all have an unconscious tendency to imitate  people we are near. 

If you are dining with ferocious eaters, you might find yourself mim-

icking their bad habit and eating quickly just to keep up. To train 

yourself to eat slower, try finding slow eaters to influence you in-

stead. If your rapid dining partner happens to be your spouse,* try 

asking politely if he or she wouldn’t mind enjoying the meal with you 

by taking it a little slower. I’ve had nothing but positive responses to 

such requests.

9. Try to identify every ingredient in your meal

Trying to taste and identify all the different ingredients in your meal 

is another great way to focus on the present moment and eat more 

mindfully. This is particularly fun at restaurants, when you didn’t 

make the food yourself. Check your answers by conferring with 

the waitstaff or asking to see the menu again. An added bonus of 

this technique is it can also help you become more creative in the 

kitchen.

10. Use a plate

It may sound obvious, but eating out of a bag is not a very mindful 

practice. Get in the habit of placing even small snacks and desserts 

on a plate before you eat them. This will force you to acknowledge 

exactly what and how much you will be eating.

* Welcome to my world.
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11. Sit at a table

Once your food is on a plate, you may as well go the extra mile and 

sit at a table. Sitting at a table to eat tells your brain you are having a 

meal. If you eat while running errands or standing at a counter, you 

can quickly lose track of how much you’ve eaten. Even if you’ve eaten 

a fair amount of food while standing, you may still feel as though you 

haven’t had a meal and want to eat more later. Formalizing your din-

ing experience can help draw your attention to your food and your 

eating habits.

12. Remove distractions

Put away your phone, turn off the TV, step away from the computer, 

put down your magazine, hide your kids, hide your wife. If you are 

doing something else, you are not paying attention to the food you 

are putting into your mouth. I know you are busy and want to multi-

task, but resist the urge for fifteen minutes and eat a real meal. I ad-

mit I’m bad at this one, but I always eat less if I go off- line while I eat.

13. Eat in silence

Although going through an entire meal in pure silence may be a bit 

much for most of us, designating the first three to five minutes of a 

meal for quiet and mindful practice can be an effective strategy. Al-

ternately, you can use a single meal each day (like breakfast) to eat 

without extraneous sounds.

14. Serve small portions 

A clean plate is an incredibly powerful cue that a meal is finished. 

For this reason, large portion sizes often lead to overeating simply 

because of our tendency to eat what is in front of us. Serve yourself 

smaller portions as a reminder to take your time and savor each 

bite. Use small plates, so your brain doesn’t perceive the portions 

as skimpy.

15. have a conversation 

You only have one mouth, and if you are using it to talk, it’s really 

difficult to shove food into it. Though this is the opposite of eating in 
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silence, enjoying a meal with friends and having a great conversa-

tion is a fantastic opportunity to slow down your meal. Just remem-

ber to chew, so your mindfulness doesn’t get thrown completely out 

the window.

16. Don’t eat when you’re starving 

Nothing makes us more likely to eat quickly than being famished. 

We may try to eat at regular intervals, but sooner or later circum-

stances get the better of us, and we end up hungrier than we should 

be. I always carry almonds or other nuts around with me for times 

like this, and I eat exactly ten nuts to tide me over for an hour or so. 

After about fifteen or twenty minutes, my hunger subsides enough 

for me to regain control of my eating speed.

17. Dim the lights 

Research has shown that  people eat more in rooms with brighter 

lights. Set your dinner mood by dimming the lights or lighting can-

dles. This will induce an inner calmness and make it easier to slow 

down. On the flip side, be careful when eating under bright fluores-

cent lights, as they can spur frantic overeating.

18. Play mellow music 

Slow, mellow music can also help set an appropriate eating pace. 

Miles Davis’s Kind of Blue is one of my favorite dinner albums. How-

ever, this trick only works if the music is truly slower than your natural, 

silent eating pace. If your music is any faster, you may experience the 

opposite effect.
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5 Things to Consider Before  
Eating Something Naughty

Sometimes foods are super unhealthy, but that doesn’t mean you 

shouldn’t eat them. Life should be awesome, and the purpose of 

food should be to optimize the quality of yours. Food is delicious, 

it makes you healthy, and it brings you closer to friends and loved 

ones. At any given meal, I try my best to maximize each of these 

goals. And if it falls short in one, I try to make up for it in another.

 Inevitably, there are situations in which the best option is not 

particularly obvious. For example, how important is it to eat healthy 

on vacation? Consider dessert. By no stretch of the imagination do 

we need dessert to live, and if we are being honest with ourselves 

most of the time we probably shouldn’t eat it. But sometimes (er, 

often) we want to anyway.

 Ideally, you should get your healthstyle to a place where you can 

occasionally go a little wild without it significantly impacting your 

health goals. But getting there takes practice and a healthy dose of 

self- awareness.

 Here are five questions to help you make the right decision be-

fore letting loose.

1. What else have you eaten today? This week?

To be able to indulge occasionally, you need to understand what 

“occasionally” really means. Depending on your body size and ac-

tivity levels, you can get away with maybe one or two treats a week. 

If you find yourself giving in once or more a day, it may be time to 

reevaluate your definition of “special occasion.”

2. have you been to the gym?

Using the gym to justify a bad diet is a losing battle. But if you do 

eat a few too many quickly digesting calories, it’s much better that 

they go to fuel your muscles rather than your waistline. I’ve found 

that some of my best runs at the gym are on birthday- cake days 

at the lab.
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3. Will you be drinking later?

Alcohol fuels weight gain in a number of ways. Sugary drinks add 

hundreds of calories to your day and should be considered an in-

dulgence in their own right. Alcohol also has a way of convincing 

you to opt for late- night burritos and greasy weekend brunches. If 

you’re heading out with friends later, you might want to skip the 

after- dinner cheesecake.

4. Are you trying to lose weight?

Believe it or not, asking yourself your health goals before you eat 

something can really help you make better decisions. I don’t recom-

mend strict diets when trying to improve your healthstyle, but if you 

still have weight to lose, desserts and heavy meals won’t make your 

life any easier. If you’d still like to drop some pounds, it pays to be 

picky with your indulgences.

5. Is it worth it? Really?

One of the best things about avoiding diets is you have the freedom 

to fit your favorite foods into your life. But one of the downsides is 

that you need to be able to make good choices for yourself, which 

isn’t always easy. It can be very tempting to consider every cupcake 

that is brought to the office a special occasion and lose track of the 

truly valuable indulgences that actually make your life better. Birth-

days, anniversaries, and meals at great restaurants are things you will 

remember for your entire life. Junk food at the office is rarely more 

than an excuse to avoid work for another half hour. Be honest with 

yourself about the true value of a food before inviting it into your life.
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Gateway Vegetables

My Story as a Born- Again Foodist

Summer Tomato reader Cheryl- Ann Roberge was a lifelong vegeta-

ble hater until one fateful afternoon in July. Her story is not unusual, 

but it is incredibly inspiring. She tells the story best, so I’ll let Cheryl- 

Ann take it from here.

BY CHERYL- ANN ROBERGE

If you had told teenage me that I would one day be a vegetable lover, 

spice fanatic, and adventurous eater, I would have sent my canned 

ravioli flying toward your face. My name is Cheryl- Ann Roberge, I 

reside in Seattle, and I am a born- again foodist. This is my story.

 The 1990s were an underwhelming time in my food life. Eggs 

were one of the few things I enjoyed eating that didn’t come from 

a box or can. Even at a young age I tried to pick all of the oregano 

out of my spaghetti. I hated fruit and veggies. I tolerated apples 

and canned vegetables when required. At age seventeen, I proudly 

declared that I would never learn how to cook and that I would live 

solely on canned ravioli. It was simple: I didn’t like anything that had 

real flavor.

Epiphany

Two years into my “adult life,” I was existing on a steady diet of Easy 

Mac and cafeteria food. Vegetables were the most difficult for me. 

But, ironically, veggies were also the key that would open the door 

to foods I would never have been interested in otherwise.

 I went on about my business of eating meat with noodles or 

meat with rice or meat with bread, and I was pretty happy with the 

rotation. I worked in the dorm cafeteria circuit at the university I at-

tended in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and I liked telling  people I was a 

lunch lady.

 On a hot July day, my world was changed. A special picnic 

for new student prospects was being served outdoors, and I was 

scheduled to work it. The picnic served food much different from 

the typical cafeteria fare. After the new students had been served, 
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cafeteria workers were given a break for a meal together. I loaded 

my plate with a burger and whichever pasta salad I knew I wouldn’t 

eat much of.

 I made my way to the grill and found it covered with a vegetable 

medley that I’d never seen served before. I kept walking. Mike, the 

chef, called me back and stuck veggie- filled tongs toward me.

 “I don’t do veggies, Mike,” I said.

 “These are different,” he explained. He was excited that he’d 

been allowed to make food he thought tasted good. Mike had once 

opened his own restaurant, but failed and ended up as a chef at the 

cafeteria, where creativity was always superseded by budget. This 

was his banner day.

 I declined once more before he gave the overhaul speech that 

broke me down. He lowered juicy, grill- marked asparagus, onion, 

zucchini, and squash onto my plate as I shot him a look of disinterest. 

The veggies were cooked very simply, tossed with oil, salt, and pep-

per and flung onto the grill. I’d never had anything like this before.

 I didn’t come away with a huge affinity for onions that time, but 

I had my first ever delightful experience with something I’d always 

found disgusting. I suddenly loved the squash and zucchini and 

thought asparagus was okay too.

 Mike told me that I’d made his day. I raved for a week. My whole 

idea of food turned upside down, and it was just the beginning of a 

ten- year revolution. I’ve since learned to like onions, spinach, fish, 

shellfish, beets, and strawberries. After discovering sushi, wasabi 

became my gateway into loving spicy food, which I’d never been 

able to tolerate.

 My journey hasn’t ended. Last fall I took my first trip to Italy, 

where I discovered cantaloupe served alongside dinner entrees. 

I had always been lukewarm about the fruit, but something about 

having light, juicy melon after a slice of delicious lasagna made me 

appreciate its sweetness in a way I never had before. Now my least 

favorite fruit salad element has become a favorite.

 It is difficult to express to you just how surprising and lovely 

these realizations can be. I live for them, and I try every new food I 

can. I plea- bargain with other picky eaters I meet. I pester them to 

try new things. I invite them over for dinner and try to introduce them 

to something they’d never otherwise try.
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Why Should You Try and Try Again?

As children, most of us are naturally averse to beer, coffee, and 

wine. A sip might be granted by a grandpa wearing a grin, which 

of course is followed by a grimace from the grandchild. So how do 

most of us end up liking all three beverages despite the horrible tri-

als we go through?

 Practice, exposure, and repetition are the keys to comfort. I ex-

panded my taste in music the same way. I started listening to any 

music I could get my hands on and, as with food, I started having 

mini music epiphanies too. Consider this: Why did most of us enjoy 

listening to the radio when we were children? We knew the songs, 

and they were comforting, like canned ravioli. How do country mu-

sic haters end up enjoying Neko Case or Ryan Adams? It’s fresh and 

it didn’t come out of a can. You get the point.

A Simple Request

As a born- again foodist, I sit here in Seattle writing to you, Picky Eater. 

I’m late to work, because I care that much about your palate. I want 

you too to discover the pleasure of new foods. It has changed my life 

and given me unforgettable experiences with old friends and new.

 As a bonus, it’s easier to get out and exercise, because I’m not 

so weighed down by the processed junk food that I used to love. 

And my waistline is trim now.

 Change your ways for those last two reasons if you must, but try 

new foods because they will eventually taste good and the rest will 

follow. Just don’t expect it all to happen overnight.
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How to Make Brussels Sprouts  
That Aren’t Gross

This is the recipe that finally made me love brussels sprouts. Bacon 

makes anything taste good, but these days I appreciate the sprouts 

even without it.

 Buy the freshest sprouts you can get your hands on (hint: they’re 

in season in autumn), preferably from your local farmers market. 

Like any vegetable, the fresher it is, the tastier and more nutritious it 

will be. I usually buy a pound or so. The smaller they are, the sweeter 

and less bitter they taste.

 The secret is to halve and blanch the sprouts before cooking 

them with other ingredients. This helps them cook through and gets 

rid of the nasty, bitter taste that can be so characteristic of brussels 

sprouts. The other trick is to balance the remaining bitter flavor with 

an acid like lemon juice or red wine vinegar. Oh, and did I mention 

bacon? I prefer to purchase my bacon from a local butcher. Get two 

slices, but for a larger batch of sprouts increase it to three.

 This recipe is delicious with either walnuts, pine nuts, or hazel-

nuts. If you decide on hazelnuts, try them toasted. I like to bake 

them in the oven (350˚F) until the skins start to turn dark and crack, 

about 10 to 15 minutes. I then roll them in a paper towel or plastic 

wrap to separate the skins from the nuts. Don’t worry if all the skins 

don’t come off; they’ll still taste good.

 Brussels sprouts pair beautifully with almost any protein. Pork, 

chicken, and fish work especially well.

Pan- Roasted Brussels Sprouts with Bacon
SERVES 3 TO 4

1 pound brussels sprouts, cleaned and halved

1 cipollini onion (or shallot or leek)

½ cup walnuts or hazelnuts

2 slices bacon

1 tablespoon butter (preferably from grass- fed cows)

Sea salt and pepper, to taste

1 tablespoon fresh oregano leaves, finely chopped

1 tablespoon red wine vinegar or lemon juice
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To blanch the brussels sprouts, bring water to a boil in a me-
dium saucepan and add a few pinches of salt. When the wa-
ter comes to a rolling boil, add the sprouts and set a kitchen 
timer for 5 minutes. Important: do not rely on yourself to re-
member, as overcooking at this stage will ruin your dish. Boil 
the sprouts exactly 5 minutes, rinse with cold water, drain, 
and set aside.

In the meantime, chop the onion and nuts. Stack the bacon 
and slice into ½- inch pieces. Heat a large sauté pan on me-
dium heat and add the bacon pieces. Allow the bacon to cook 
about 4 to 5 minutes, until the fat starts to render in the pan. 
Add the nuts and stir. If you are using cipollini onions or shal-
lots, add those too (wait if you are using leeks).

Cook the nuts and bacon until the bacon is almost done; then 
add the butter. You can add leeks at this point. When leeks 
just begin to soften (about 1 minute), add the sprouts, sea 
salt, and pepper.

Stir the sprouts and turn most of them so the cut faces are 
down. I strongly recommend using tongs for this. After about 
2 minutes, stir the sprouts and sprinkle on the oregano. Con-
tinue to cook, stirring every 2 minutes or so until the faces of 
the sprouts are all browned and onions begin to caramelize, 
8 to 10 minutes. In the last 3 or 4 minutes, add the vinegar or 
lemon juice. This step is essential to cut any last bit of bitter-
ness remaining in the sprouts. Use the taste test to determine 
precise cooking time (depending on the size of the sprouts).
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chapter eight

The Way yoU Move
NeaT, 10,000 steps,  
and pumping iron
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NEAT Ideas

A few ways to squeeze in the extra mile:

 • Take the stairs

 • Park farther away

 • Get off the train one stop earlier

 • Clean house

 • Choose activities, not passivities (dancing anyone?)

 • Wear a pedometer

 • Carry all the groceries at once

 • Visit coworkers instead of e- mailing

 • Take the long way

 • Have walking meetings
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10 Tips for Starting and Sticking with Exercise

1. Commit to consistency

This is worth repeating. Make a commitment to sticking with your 

plan. If you find yourself not able to meet your goals, change them 

so they’re easier.

2. Take baby steps

I jogged around the block for years before I got lost one day, ac-

cidentally ran eight miles, and decided marathon training no longer 

seemed so ridiculous. Don’t expect to turn into Superman overnight. 

For now, just try to stop being Hedonismbot.

3. Pick an exercise that’s fun

Not all exercise happens in the gym. Like to climb rocks? Shoot 

hoops? Swing the bat? Start with the fun stuff and work your way up.

4. Bring a friend, make it competitive

Having a workout partner is one of the most effective ways to be 

accountable and make your workout fun. Making it a competition is 

also great for motivation.

5. Join a sports team

Even better than one friend is a group of friends. Intramural sports 

teams are a fantastic way to squeeze in a few weekly workouts.

6. Get into music, podcasts, and audiobooks

If your schedule isn’t conducive to group activities, your iPod has still 

got your back. Put together an inspiring workout mix, download some 

of your favorite podcasts and audiobooks, and whistle while you work.

7. Get a dog

You know what takes a lot of energy? Puppies! If you can’t get mo-

tivated to exercise for yourself, at least do it for Fluffy.
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8. Recharge with caffeine

Sometimes a long day can make an evening workout seem impos-

sibly difficult. At times like these, caffeine is your friend. After about 

half an hour you’ll need to work out to burn off that extra energy.

9. Get some nice workout clothes, shoes, and MP3 player

New toys are fun. Sometimes it’s the little things that help the most.

10. Reward yourself

Doing something consistently is an accomplishment, even if your ac-

tual task seems small and insignificant. If you’ve been exercising reg-

ularly, don’t forget to pat yourself on the back for many jobs well done.
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chapter ten

hoMe savory hoMe
your single Biggest asset  

in Weight Control
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8 Reasons Regular Guys  
Should Learn to Cook

Some guys I know don’t consider cooking a worthwhile venture. 

Other than the occasional stint behind the grill, they’d rather bask 

in blissful ignorance than feed themselves in more than three steps: 

stab, chew, swallow.

 But ask any woman (or man who already knows how) why it is 

better to be a kitchen- savvy dude and you’ll start to see what these 

guys are missing. Whether it’s because they think it takes too much 

time or too much effort or wrongly assume it’s a woman’s job, men 

who never learn to cook are losing a huge opportunity to take their 

man skills to the next level.

1. Chicks dig it

There isn’t a woman alive immune to a man who can make her a 

delicious meal. Step up to the plate boys, we’re begging you.

2. Life skills are manly

You can fix your car, hunt wild animals, and build a campfire. 

Shouldn’t you know how to feed yourself without a drive- thru?

3. You’ll save money

Although there’s a good chance you’re single if you never learned 

to cook (see point #1), a home- cooked meal is a much cheaper 

date night (or singles night) than dinner for two at Chez Fancy— 

particularly with the 150 percent wine markup common at most res-

taurants.

4. It’s faster than going out

Fancy date meals aside, cooking at home is almost always faster 

than going out— as long as you know what you’re doing. Once you 

have a few basic skills down, you can stop wasting your time in fast- 

food spots simply because you don’t know what else to eat.
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5. Guy Fieri shouldn’t be better than you at anything

Food Network star Guy Fieri has bad hair, bad clothes, and ridicu-

lous sunglasses, but the dude knows how to cook. Are you going to 

let him upstage you like that? Of course you aren’t.

6. Your puppy (aka girl magnet) will eat better

My notorious, adorable puppy, Toaster,* loves salad scraps (sugar 

snap peas are his favorite), eggs, meats, fish, and pretty much any-

thing else we’re willing to share. A balanced diet is as good for dogs 

as it is for  people (just don’t give them onions, garlic, or grapes).

7. You might lose weight

Cooking is one of the easiest ways to improve your diet and stick to 

reasonable portions. This is a recipe for weight loss, if you’re willing 

to swallow it.

8. You might like it

Cooking is relaxing, fun, creative, and purposeful. It can also result 

in delicious eats. Why wouldn’t you want to add it to your tool belt?

* Toaster was named San Francisco’s Cutest Dog in 2011. He has a trophy and 
everything.
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8 Reasons Awesome Girls  
Should Learn to Cook

I know a few girls who enjoy cooking, and even more who like to 

bake. But there is also a group who can’t even boast the grill skills 

my regular guys have in spades. I know these girls well, because I 

used to be one.

 When I was in college, saying I was a “bad cook” would have 

been generous. I couldn’t cook anything— I even burned water on 

occasion and was generally afraid of stoves, pans, and ovens. I 

couldn’t prepare any food that required more than a can opener and 

microwave, and fixing these flaws was not high on my priority list.

 I only changed my tune when I got to graduate school, learned 

how amazing food could taste when great ingredients are prepared 

properly, and realized I could no longer afford to eat out in all the fabu-

lous restaurants on my student salary. Unwilling to sacrifice the quality 

of food I was eating, I forced myself to start shopping at the farmers 

market and preparing my own meals. This switch changed my life for 

the better, and I would never go back to my kitchen- free days.

 But why was I such a brat about it in the first place? Honestly, I 

thought I was above cooking. I was busy building my career and had 

better things to do than slave away in the kitchen, thankyouverymuch. 

Cooking was for stay- at- home moms, I thought, not for ambitious girls 

like me. Who has time to be so domestic? I was a jackass and have 

since learned the error of my ways. This one is for all you awesome 

girls out there who still don’t know the value of being kitchen savvy.

1. It’s still hot

I’m sure you have no trouble attracting men with your intellect, but 

no matter how smart and beautiful you are, guys always melt for a 

girl who can cook an amazing meal. You may have already gotten 

into college, but extracurriculars still matter.

2. Cooking makes you beautiful

Nothing is more attractive than a woman who radiates health. Cook-

ing nutritious food at home will give you sparkling eyes, shiny hair, 

healthy nails, and glowing skin.
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3. Good food makes you smarter

Junk food creates spikes and dips in blood sugar that make you 

tired and kill your ability to concentrate. Cooking healthier food at 

home will give you the focus to stay sharp all day.

4. Cooking is more efficient

Going out may seem quicker because there is no prep or cleanup, 

but in the long run it actually takes more of your time. Once you have 

it down, you can make yourself a solo meal and have your kitchen 

back in working order in about thirty minutes. Win.

5. You’ll save money

Being a girl is expensive. And if you’re the type who likes to splurge on 

designer brands, every dollar counts. Cooking at home is a great way 

to save money on food, freeing it up for you to use on other things.

6. It keeps you slim

For most  people I know, eating out is the single biggest factor in their 

ability to control their weight. At home you have complete power  

over everything you eat, and when you cook healthy foods, this 

works to your advantage.

7. You might one day be a mom

You may have your eye on the prize today, but if you ever plan to 

raise a family, your life will be a lot easier if you pick up some kitchen 

skills beforehand. Processed foods are bad for you and even worse 

for kids. Plan ahead for your future healthy family.

8. You might love it

Cooking is like art and science all rolled into one. It allows you to 

build skills, be creative, and de- stress, and when you’re finished, 

you have a wonderful and delicious product to enjoy (and show 

off on Instagram). Cooking is more mentally stimulating than I ever 

imagined, and it is worth exploring for its own sake.
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Super Simple Beans

Place a few cups of dried beans in a bowl and cover with water. 

Let them soak for several hours on the kitchen counter. Cover them 

with a plate if you’re worried about dust or bugs or put them in the 

fridge if you live in a warm climate. The skins will crinkle for the first 

few hours of soaking; add more soaking water if it looks as though 

they need it. When the skins are smooth again and the beans have 

plumped up, they’re ready to be cooked. Be sure to pour off the 

soaking water and rinse the beans thoroughly.

 There’s no wrong way to cook beans. Personally, I prefer to cook 

them in a simple beef stock. Vegetable stock works nicely too if beef 

stock isn’t your thing, and even water will suffice. (You may need to 

add a little salt when the beans are done cooking if you use water 

instead of stock.) Beans absorb flavors and seasonings easily, so 

adding onions, peppers, garlic, celery, carrots, bay leaves, and other  

spices is wonderful, but your beans will then have those flavors for 

all the dishes you use them in. I keep the flavors simple during the 

initial cooking and then add spices later to match the mood of the 

dish I’m making.

 Since I like my time in the kitchen to be as efficient as possible, 

I always cook my beans in a pressure cooker, which shortens the 

cooking time substantially. If you aren’t in a hurry, feel free to sim-

mer them for 1 hour or so on the stovetop instead. They’re done 

when they’re tender, but not falling apart. Follow the instructions on 

your pressure cooker for optimal cook times, but in my experience 

soaked beans take about 10 minutes under pressure.
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5- Minute Lunch

The Tastiest, healthiest Bean Salad on the Planet

Don’t worry, this is not one of those nasty three- bean salads your 

well- meaning aunt brings to picnics. Beans are one of the absolute 

best go- to foods when you want something tasty and satisfying.

Feel free to substitute any vegetables you have or like better for the 

ones in the recipe or use lentils instead of beans. This dish turns 

out differently every time I make it, depending on what I have in 

the house, my mood, and of course the season. In the summer, for 

example, I tend to use cucumber, French radish, and a handful of 

arugula. Also feel free to experiment with different oils, vinegars, 

citrus, herbs, salts, and spices (smoked paprika is a great addition).

I use this dish most often for a light lunch or substantial snack. It 

can be served warm or cold or can be made into a full meal by add-

ing a fried egg (or other protein) on top with a side of greens. These 

instructions are for a single serving, but it scales easily.

Heirloom Bean Salad with Winter Vegetables
SERVES 1

1 cup cooked Rancho Gordo pinquito beans

2 small or 1 medium carrot, thinly sliced

¼ cup sliced lo bok or daikon

½ green onion, finely chopped

2 tablespoons fresh parsley, chopped

1 tablespoon olive oil or nut oil

1 teaspoon rice or red wine vinegar

Salt and pepper

Place the beans in a bowl and add sliced vegetables, green 
onion, and parsley. I tend to go heavy on the herbs, because 
they add such a wonderful freshness, but feel free to experi-
ment with the amount you like.

You’re welcome to mix the vinaigrette beforehand, but if 
you’re lazy like me, you can just add oil and vinegar directly 
to the bowl along with some salt and pepper and any other 
spices you choose. Gently stir the mixture with a spoon, tak-
ing care not to damage the beans. Adjust salt and pepper 
and enjoy.
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How to Prevent Gas and Other Digestive 
Problems Caused by Healthy Eating

The number of questions I get from  people about bloating, gas, 
and other digestive problems is not small, and since it is a sensitive 
subject, I’m sure the questions I get represent just a fraction of the 
concerns out there.
 It’s not uncommon to experience digestive discomfort when you 
change your diet. For one thing, any drastic change in eating can be 
a shock to your system, even if it’s for the better. Also vegetables, le-
gumes, and other healthy foods contain a number of nutrients such 
as oligosaccharides, soluble fiber, and natural sugars like fructose 
that can produce excess gas in the intestine.
 Fortunately, several remedies can help prevent the embarrass-
ment and discomfort caused by eating these foods. However, it 
is important to remember that everyone’s digestive environment 
is unique, and different things will work for different  people. This 
means you’ll need to experiment with the following tactics in order 
to identify what works best for you.

1. Chew thoroughly

When food reaches your intestine that has been only partially di-
gested, the bacteria in your gut cause the food to ferment, produc-
ing a substantial amount of (smelly) gas. More chewing helps your 
stomach acids do their job more effectively and can dramatically 
reduce the bacterial gas that gets formed.
 Chewing is even more important when you’re eating vegetables 
and high- fiber foods, because they are more difficult to break down 
in your mouth and stomach than, say, a slice of white bread. This 
means you need to grow accustomed to chewing each bite of food 
more than you did for processed foods.

2. Take smaller bites

For the same reason it is important to chew, taking smaller bites can 
help ensure that large chunks of food do not reach your intestine 
undigested.  People who take smaller bites also tend to eat slowly, 

which helps prevent overeating— another cause of poor digestion.
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3. Don’t get too full

Overloading your stomach will eventually overload your gut, which 

can prevent proper digestion and cause discomfort. Both chewing 

and taking smaller bites can help with this, but you can also use our 

tricks to eat less without noticing if this is a problem for you.

4. Eat balanced meals

On a similar note, you don’t want to overload your gut with one kind 

of food. If all you’re eating is a giant mound of vegetables for dinner 

and you’re having trouble digesting it, try balancing out your meal 

with more protein, starch, and fat. These will enable you to feel sat-

isfied with a smaller volume of food (remember point #3) as well as 

decrease the load of any one nutrient that may be causing problems.

5. Increase vegetable and fiber intake gradually

Going from fast food every day to lots of vegetables can be shock-

ing to your system. The bacterial environment in your gut is accus-

tomed to a certain flow of nutrients, and drastically changing this 

can cause gas and bloating. Your gut can acclimate to a new diet 

over time, and the key to avoiding discomfort is to make changes 

gradually. If you’re really struggling with all that broccoli, cut back a 

little and see if it helps. Once you’re comfortable, you can try adding 

more if you like.

6. Experiment with probiotics

Most of the gas in your intestine is produced by bacteria, but there 

are also strains of bacteria that have the opposite effect. Adding 

probiotic foods to your diet can help populate your gut with helpful 

bacteria that can ease digestion and reduce gas. There are several 

strains of probiotic bacteria, and research suggests that different 

strains work better for different  people. Experiment with different 

kinds, and when you find one that works, stick with it to maintain 

the benefits.

 Examples of probiotic foods are yogurt, sauerkraut, kimchi, kom-

bucha, and miso. Keep in mind that when you cook these foods, you 

will kill some of the active bacteria, so try to eat them raw whenever 

possible.
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7. Soak your beans

Beans are infamous for producing excess intestinal gas, but proper 

preparation can mitigate this problem. Instead of buying canned 

beans, get dry beans and soak them for at least six hours before 

cooking them. Soaking beans and discarding the soaking water 

eliminates the majority of the oligosaccharides that cannot be di-

gested, reducing bacterial fermentation and intestinal gas. If you do 

buy canned beans, rinse them thoroughly, since most of the oligo-

saccharides are in the canning liquid.

8. Eliminate wheat

Some  people have chronic stomach problems that are caused by 

food intolerance. Wheat sensitivities are the most common, and 

eliminating wheat and gluten is often the only solution. If you’ve tried 

everything and are still in pain, it may be worth giving up wheat and 

gluten for four to eight weeks to see if it helps. If it works, now you 

know. If it doesn’t, at least you tried.

9. Eliminate dairy

Like gluten, many  people have sensitivities to lactose, the sugar in 

milk, that can develop over time. Cutting it out for a few weeks is an 

easy way to tell if it is a problem for you.

10. Avoid fake sugars

Sugar alcohols such as sorbitol and xylitol can cause digestive 

problems similar to the oligosaccharides found in beans. If you’ve 

been relying on artificial sweeteners to cut back on real sugar, this 

may be a cause of your digestive issues.

11. Reduce fresh and dried fruit intake

Fructose can ferment in the gut, and too much will result in gas 

and discomfort. If you’ve drastically increased your fruit intake, this 

may be problematic for your digestion. Cut back until you find the 

amount you can tolerate.

 (Note: I’m giving you the benefit of the doubt and assuming 

you’ve eliminated most of the high- fructose corn syrup from your 

diet already.)
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12. Use medication

Beano is an enzyme formulation that helps with digestion of oligo-

saccharides that can cause gas. If you simply cannot miss out on 

your grandpa’s famous chili, popping the occasional Beano at the 

beginning of your meal should help.

 On the other hand, if you still haven’t figured out what you’re 

sensitive to and find yourself in an unpleasant state, Gas- X is an ef-

fective form of relief that can be used on occasion. It takes twenty 

to thirty minutes to work. As always, be sure to follow the safety 

instructions when taking any medication.

How to Cook Perfect Rice  
Without a Rice Cooker

This recipe works for any style of rice. I prefer short- grain brown rice 

for most dishes, but sometimes cook long- grain basmati rice or the 

delicious and nutritious Japanese haiga white rice.

 Place 2 to 3 cups of dry rice grains in a large saucepan. Add cold 

water until it is almost full, and use your hand to swirl the rice around 

and loosen any dirt and dust. When the rice settles back to the bot-

tom, dump the water off the top and repeat. Continue to rinse the 

rice until the water is almost perfectly clear, about four or five times.

 After the last rinse, add cold water to the rice until you have at 

least three times the volume of water as rice. Don’t worry too much 

about the amount and err on the side of excess. This is especially 

important with brown rice, which absorbs more water than white 

rice.

 Place the rice and water on the stove and turn the heat on high. 

When the rice begins to boil, reduce heat to medium and continue 

to simmer, uncovered. This is a good time to start the rest of your 

dinner.

 Check on the rice grains after about 15 minutes by grabbing a 

few out with a fork and testing them for tenderness (squish between 

your fingernails or teeth). Rice becomes opaque when it cooks, so 

there is no point in checking it while it is still somewhat translucent.
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 Once the rice does start to turn opaque, check tenderness every 

2 to 5 minutes. If too much water evaporates and the rice starts to 

look soupy, add more water. You should add enough water at the 

beginning to avoid this.

 Simmer the rice until it is almost tender enough to eat. If you 

aren’t sure when it is ready, imagine you are an impatient person 

who wants the rice to be finished as quickly as possible, so you 

decide the rice is done and serve it, but later regret that decision 

because the rice is ever so slightly al dente. If you think it’s ready 

(this is not an exact science, so don’t overthink it), dump off all the 

liquid. A mesh strainer or splatter guard works nicely for this (simply 

hold it tightly over the pot and dump the water into the sink). Place 

the pot with rice back on the burner and reduce the heat to as low 

as it will go. Cover the rice and set a kitchen timer for 5 minutes.

 After 5 minutes turn off the burner and set the timer for another 

5 minutes. Do not lift the lid during this process unless you are con-

cerned that you cooked the rice too long and want to check if it is 

getting too sticky.

 After the rice has sat for 5 minutes, remove the lid, fluff the rice 

with a fork, and serve. If for some reason you think you overcooked 

the rice, you can skip the steaming step and just let the drained rice 

sit covered with the burner off for 5 minutes. If you undershoot, you 

can always extend the length of the steaming step.
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The Foodist’s Plate

Water 
or wine

Vegetables 
cooked in 
natural oils

Fruit

Beans 
or intact 
grains

Wild fish or 
pastured 
meat

10"

10 Ways to Make Your Salad More Satisfying

I absolutely love salads, but if all you’re eating is vegetables with 

a little bit of dressing, you won’t get enough calories to keep you 

satisfied until your next meal. There are dozens of healthy additions 

you can use to make your salad more filling and delicious. Here are 

ten of my favorites.

1. Warm Ingredients 

Grilled or sautéed onions, peppers, mushrooms, and meats wilt 

salad greens and make them slightly warm, adding depth and char-

acter to an otherwise boring salad.

2. Brown Rice 

Adding a half cup of warm rice to a salad adds beautiful texture and 

flavor and keeps you full longer. Thawing one of your single- serving 

rice balls will add less than two minutes to your salad prep time.
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3. Nuts 

Walnuts, pistachios, and sliced almonds are my favorites, but feel 

free to try pecans, cashews, peanuts, pumpkin seeds, or anything 

else that sounds interesting.

4. Beans 

Chickpeas, black beans, edamame, and other legumes are inex-

pensive and delicious ways to add some gravity to a salad.

5. Avocado 

Half an avocado is sometimes exactly what a salad needs to take it 

to the next level.

6. Smoked Salmon 

For a slightly more upscale salad experience, top your greens with a 

few slices of smoked salmon.

7. quinoa 

Mix in a small amount of quinoa as an accent or make it the base of 

a salad and then add cooked or raw vegetables and greens.

8. Grilled Meats 

Your salad is a great place for summertime barbecue leftovers.

9. Egg 

Boiled, fried, or poached, an egg is a wonderful way to make your 

salad more substantial.

10. Sardines 

Canned fish is one of the easiest ways to get healthy protein and oils 

into your salad.
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Tips to Keep Produce Fresh

1. Shop regularly

It is probably self- evident, but it is still important to state that the 

freshest vegetables are the ones you bought today. They are even 

fresher if you get them at the farmers market (picked yesterday) 

rather than a grocery store that imports produce from around the 

world. In order to keep fresh vegetables and fruit in the house, shop 

for produce and groceries at least once a week.

2. Shop strategically

This is my true secret to keeping food fresh. Different foods have 

different shelf lives, and you can take advantage of this fact when 

planning your meals for the week. Always make sure you buy a few 

robust vegetables for your Thursday and Friday night dinners (or try 

to schedule your restaurant dates for later in the week).

 Cruciferous vegetables (like broccoli, kale, collards, cabbage, 

chard, cauliflower, and brussels sprouts) and root veggies (includ-

ing carrots, beets, parsnips, radishes, sunchokes, and potatoes) 

store the best and can last well over a week in the crisper (twist off 

the greens if they’re still attached— most can be eaten, so feel free 

to save them and throw them in salads). Summer squash can last 

for many days in a dry plastic bag in the crisper, and winter squash 

can last weeks and sometimes months on a shelf. Eggplant has a 

shelf life similar to summer squash and can be stored in the same 

manner. Delicate vegetables like lettuce, spinach, and other spring 

greens are not as robust and should be eaten more quickly. Juicy 

fruits like berries, stone fruits, and even tomatoes are more time 

sensitive and should be incorporated into meals earlier in the week.

3. Cook intelligently

Having a rough idea of what meals you are going to make during the 

week can help you keep veggies fresh in several ways. In addition 

to planning your dishes around which vegetables last the longest, 

you can prepare large batches of food early in the week and then 

freeze or refrigerate the leftovers to eat later. Avoid overshopping 
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by buying ingredients to use in multiple different dishes rather than 

buying extra items for vastly divergent menus. For example, rather 

than purchasing red peppers for a stir- fry and radishes for a salad, 

you can skip the radishes and add the extra pepper to your salad 

instead.

 When buying herbs, I like to get one bunch of Italian parsley (it 

keeps a long time and is incredibly versatile) and only one bunch 

of a more delicate herb like thyme, dill, or cilantro. With this strat-

egy you can explore recipes of different cuisines that utilize similar 

ingredients. For instance, if I have cilantro, I may make Mexican 

food one night and a Vietnamese dish another night. Both incor-

porate similar vegetables and herbs, but the flavor profiles of these 

cuisines are entirely different. This is where it comes in handy to 

have a well- stocked pantry— go beyond the basics and learn to 

work with ingredients like fish sauce, coconut milk, and anchovies. 

This is a great way to delve into a new cuisine and explore different 

flavors.

4. Store properly

Proper food storage can go a long way in keeping your produce 

as fresh as possible. Generally speaking, most vegetables maintain 

their crispness best in the aptly named refrigerator compartment, 

the crisper. Crispers have different humidity settings than the rest of 

the fridge and are optimized for vegetables. I find that leafy greens 

and herbs keep best in dry plastic bags or plastic storage contain-

ers. When you get home with a large bag of salad greens from the 

farmers market, rinse them clean and spin them in a salad spinner. 

Let them sit out for an hour or so to completely dry, and then put 

them in large plastic containers to store for the week. With this strat-

egy the crisper is not necessary.

 Most fruit I don’t refrigerate to protect the taste, but berries are 

an exception. I have had fantastic luck storing berries in a jar or stor-

age container with the lid closed tight. I always put my berries away 

immediately after getting them home, trying to handle them as little 

as possible to keep any mold or bacterial spores out. I try to roll the 

berries into their new container without actually touching them with 

my hands. I buy berries much more often now, since they don’t go 

bad for me as quickly as they had in the past.
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 Finally, ripe fruits produce gases that cause neighboring fruits to 

ripen more quickly. If you have something that is perfectly ripe or over-

ripe, you may want to keep it in the fridge away from the rest (unless 

of course you want the nearby fruit to ripen faster). Likewise, keeping 

fruits on the counter in paper bags will trap the gases and cause them 

to ripen more quickly if you want to speed up the process.

5. Don’t give up

Sometimes despite your best efforts you end up with a wilted head 

of lettuce or a floppy bunch of basil. But if wilting is your only prob-

lem and the plant looks otherwise edible (still green and free of 

mold), then all is not lost. The reason plants wilt is they lose water 

from their cells to the environment through osmosis. But the os-

motic properties of leaves can be used to your advantage. You can 

revive wilted greens and even roots like carrots by submerging them 

in a bath of cold water for thirty to sixty minutes, which replenishes 

the water in the vegetables and allows them to regain their crisp-

ness. It is astounding how much they will perk up.

 Mold is another issue when storing fruits and vegetables, but you 

can sometimes salvage a batch of food if you catch it early and care-

fully remove all traces of it to keep it from spreading to the rest of your 

produce (I recommend finding a new container for the uncontami-

nated portion). Remember, mold is a living, growing thing that breeds 

more of itself. Keeping foods in sealed containers and touching them 

as little as possible with your hands can help control it.
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How to Make Cauliflower Taste  
as Good as French Fries

What’s weird is that this is just roasted cauliflower; it couldn’t sound 

any less glamorous. But for some reason roasting cauliflower com-

pletely transforms it from a vegetable  people are pretty sure they 

don’t like into something they just can’t get enough of.

 The coolest part of all is that anyone (like any anyone) can make 

this. I like to add curry powder to mine, but you can play around with 

whatever spices you like or just make it plain. (Pssst, try tossing in 

some fresh cilantro after it’s done roasting.)

 The trick is to use a very hot oven, around 500 .̊ Covering the 

cauliflower for the first fifteen minutes steam- cooks it, while retain-

ing the natural flavors and sugars. When you remove the foil the 

high heat browns and caramelizes the florets, giving the cauliflower 

a slightly crisp texture and complex flavor that is irresistible.

 Cauliflower shrinks down substantially when cooked, and the 

biggest complaint I get from  people about the recipe is that they 

wish they’d made more. It still freaks me out how good this is.

Roasted Curried Cauliflower
SERVES 2 TO 4

1 large cauliflower (or several small ones), about 2 pounds

olive oil

Kosher or sea salt

Curry powder

Preheat the oven to 500˚F (if you use a convection oven, 475˚F 
may give you better results). Break the cauliflower head into 
medium- small florets and place them in a large bowl or bak-
ing pan. Be sure the pieces are as evenly sized as possible, 
or they will cook unevenly. The smaller you make the pieces, 
the quicker they will cook and the more caramelized they will 
become, which I consider a good thing.

Drizzle the cauliflower pieces generously with olive oil and 
season well with salt and curry powder. Distribute them 
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evenly in a single layer on the bottom of a baking pan. If nec-
essary, use a second baking pan to make sure the pieces 
aren’t too crowded.

Cover the pans with foil and place into the oven. Roast, cov-
ered, for 10 to 15 minutes. The cauliflower should be slightly 
soft and start looking translucent. If it is not, replace the foil 
and roast another 5 minutes.

When the cauliflower has finished steaming, remove the foil 
and toss the florets with tongs. Continue to roast, stirring ev-
ery 8 to 10 minutes until the tips of the cauliflower begin to 
brown and become crisp (don’t be impatient; it’s better if you 
wait until they’re crispy), approximately 30 to 35 minutes.
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Super Easy Kale with Pistachios

The key to making a plain green vegetable worthy of an entire meal 

is adding something with protein or fat (preferably both). Nuts work 

perfectly, as do any kind of beans or lentils. If you want to make your 

life even easier, look for kale with smaller, younger leaves so the 

stems are tender enough to cook and eat.

 For me this meal is a perfect lunch. Alternately, you can serve it 

as a side dish for several  people. If you would like a little more sub-

stance, serve it with lentils and brown rice or quinoa. I sometimes 

eat it with sardines, smoked mackerel, or trout on the side.

Sautéed Kale with Pistachios and Garlic
SERVES 1 TO 3

1 garlic clove

1 bunch kale (or chard)

¼ cup chopped pistachios (or other nut)

2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

Sea salt to taste

½ cup cooked beans or lentils (optional)

Mince the garlic (letting your garlic sit 10 minutes after minc-
ing increases its nutritional value). Rinse the greens and place 
them on a cutting board. It’s okay if your greens are still wet; 
the water will help them steam. If you buy younger or smaller 
leaves, removing the stems isn’t necessary. If the leaves have 
very thick stems, you may want to remove them by cutting 
them out or pinching the stem at the bottom and stripping off 
the leaves by running your hand along the spine.

Pile the leaves on top of each other all oriented in the same 
direction. Starting at the tip of the leaves, cut 1- inch strips 
until you have cut the entire bunch. If you are using Tuscan 
or red Russian kale, with thinner leaves, it will only need to 
be cut in this one direction. If your leaves are wide, cut them 
into 1-  to 2- inch squares by making knife cuts in the opposite 
direction, parallel with the stem.
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To a frying pan with tall sides and a lid, add the nuts and place 
it on medium heat. Lightly toast the nuts, stirring regularly with 
tongs. After 2 to 3 minutes, add the olive oil to the pan and al-
low it to heat up. Add the chopped greens to the pan, sprinkle 
generously with sea salt, and toss with tongs. Cover.

Stir the greens occasionally so they don’t burn. Continue 
cooking the greens as they wilt and turn dark green. If they 
start to burn, lower the heat, add 1 to 2 tablespoons of water, 
and cover again to steam.

When the leaves are dark green and wilted, remove the lid 
and use tongs to toss, then clear a space in the center of the 
pan. Add the minced garlic in a single layer and cover with a 
small amount of additional olive oil. Allow the garlic to cook 
until it becomes fragrant, about 30 seconds, then mix it up 
with the kale and nuts. Add ½ cup of beans or lentils at this 
point, if desired.

Continue to cook greens uncovered for 1 or 2 more minutes. 
Taste- test a leaf and adjust salt to taste. Kale is done cooking 
when it is dark green and the stems are tender. Unlike spin-
ach, it is very difficult to overcook kale, because it retains its 
crispness very well. Serve immediately.
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Better Than Butternut:  
The Delectable Delicata Squash

Like most  people, I hadn’t heard of delicata squash before, but was 

a big fan of butternut. Butternut squash tastes rich and sweet and 

has a wonderful texture. It’s also very filling and is a fantastic sub-

stitute for more starchy carbohydrates. But anyone who has tried to 

cook with butternut squash knows it isn’t easy to work with. Butter-

nut squash are huge, have a tough outer skin, and take longer than 

most vegetables to cook through. Lazy  people don’t cook butternut 

squash, and I came to accept the fact that I am one of those  people.

 Everything changed when I learned that not all winter squash 

require peeling. To me the difficult (and sometimes painful) peel-

ing is the hardest part of cooking winter squash, so I was instantly 

intrigued about the possibility of alternatives. I was delighted to dis-

cover that the beautiful green Japanese “pumpkin” kabocha squash 

don’t require peeling (woo- hoo!). I also discovered delicata.

 Delicata are much smaller than most winter squash, making 

them substantially easier to get home from the market and more 

amenable to the needs of a small household. More important, deli-

cata squash are a cinch to clean, cut, and cook, making them any 

winter squash lover’s dream. Their flavor is even richer and their 

texture creamier than butternut.

 I prefer to roast my delicata squash in a metal pan, allowing the 

outer edges to brown and caramelize. Although a Pyrex or ceramic 

pan will also work, I’ve found that I get better browning when I use a 

metal pan. Foil will give you a similar effect. The caramelization cre-

ates an almost sweet potato–like flavor. This is an all- time favorite 

winter home court recipe.

Roasted Delicata Squash
SERVES 2 TO 4 AS A SIDE DISH

2 to 4 delicata squash, depending on size (about 1½ pounds)

2 tablespoons olive oil

Salt to taste
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Preheat the oven to 425˚F. Clean the delicata squash by run-
ning them under warm water and scrubbing away dirt with a 
vegetable brush. If there are any hard spots on the squash, 
you can scrape them off with a butter knife.

With a sharp knife, cut the delicata in half lengthwise. This 
should be easy and not require any crazy hacking. With a 
spoon scoop out the seeds and discard (or save these and 
prepare them like pumpkin seeds if you wish).

Cut each delicata half into ½- inch segments, creating moon- 
shaped pieces that have slight bumps around the curve. Toss 
and coat the squash pieces in the olive oil, then arrange the 
pieces in a single layer in a metal baking pan. Too much oil 
can make the squash soggy. Salt gently. It’s okay if the pieces  
are a little crowded, but try to maximize the surface area 
of the squash touching the pan. The browning only occurs 
where the squash and pan meet.

Place the pan in the oven and roast 10 minutes. Using a spat-
ula (I use tongs for most veggies, but delicata squash are eas-
ily squished and hold up better if you don’t pinch them), turn 
the squash in the pan so that the light sides are now touching 
the pan and the brown sides are facing upward.

Continue roasting, turning every 7 to 10 minutes until both 
sides of the squash pieces are golden brown and the texture 
is creamy to the teeth all the way through, about 25 to 30 
minutes. Adjust salt. Serve as a side dish with the rest of your 
dinner.
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chapter eleven

The offiCe
Brown Bags and Bullies
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10 Reasons to Never Eat Free Food

Most  people’s eyes light up if free food is mentioned at work. But 

using the fact that something is “free” as an excuse to eat junk food 

is nothing to be proud of. We get excited by the concept of free 

food, because at first glance it seems like a good deal. But cheap, 

mass- produced food isn’t worth much in health, taste, or even sat-

isfaction. Thus one of the most important lessons I’ve learned in my 

twelve years of higher education is:

JUST BECAUSE IT’S FREE DOESN’T MEAN YOU HAVE TO EAT IT.

Occasionally someone will offer you high- quality food at no cost, 

but these opportunities are few and far between. More often you will 

find yourself wading through a sea of doughnuts, pizza, cookies, 

and other junk food. Your best bet is skipping the empty calories 

altogether when attending meetings, seminars, and other public 

events. Here’s why.

1. It’s cheap 

You might think that free food is a bargain, but if you think about 

what you’re really getting, it won’t seem like such a good deal. 

Cheap food means low- quality, mass- produced calories made by 

industrial processes. That’s the stuff we want to avoid.

2. It’s flavorless 

The right combinations of sugar, fat, and salt pretty easily deceive 

your brain, as these ingredients strongly activate your neural reward 

pathways. But if you try to focus on the true flavor of food and eat 

mindfully, you’ll learn to taste the difference between real food and 

the flavorless industrial stuff.

3. It’s bad for you 

Processed foods are responsible for almost all “diseases of civiliza-

tion,” including heart disease, diabetes, and cancer. When you wolf 

down a few of those brownie bites at happy hour, you are directly 
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contributing to your likelihood of developing these chronic diseases. 

Is that value?

4. You aren’t saving money

You may tell yourself that this free meal will keep you from eating  

later, but there’s a good chance you will eat again anyway. Pro-

cessed foods do not satisfy you, but actually stimulate your appe-

tite and strengthen future cravings. Also, if you factor in your future 

health- care costs, what you save by eating that $2 slice of free pizza 

starts to seem rather trivial.

5. You’ll feel gross later 

Junk food makes you feel bad, both physically and mentally. If 

someone offered you a free headache, would you take it?

6. It screws up your metabolism

Highly refined foods can induce insulin resistance over the next few 

hours, making both this and your next meal more fattening. If you 

make a habit of eating cheap abundant food, this condition can be-

come chronic and develop into type 2 diabetes. What a bargain!

7. You’ll gain weight

With insulin resistance comes weight gain, and with time you will 

gain more weight eating fewer calories. Unfortunately,  people aren’t 

often giving away free plus- size jeans.

8. You’re eating empty calories 

When you submit to eating cheap food, you are also choosing not to 

eat nutritious food. Choosing a diet rich in vitamins and other essen-

tial nutrients is necessary for reducing risk for sickness and disease, 

not to mention cravings. Foods typically offered as free don’t even 

fulfill our most basic nutritional (or emotional) needs.

9. You don’t need it 

Chances are you get plenty of calories in your typical day. So why 

do you feel you need to eat junk food just because it is free?
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10. It isn’t worth it

The truth is free junk food isn’t really free. Even if processed foods 

don’t cost you money, they still cost you your health, happiness, and 

sense of well- being. As a foodist, you can do better.

Healthy Snack Ideas

Here are some snack ideas to get you started, but don’t feel limited 

by this list. Start with foods you enjoy and work from there.

apples

pears

melon

grapefruit

oranges

pistachios

almonds

cashews

trail mix

nut butter on fruit/
veggie

smoked salmon

jerky

charcuterie

sardines

string cheese

fancy cheese

kale chips

carrots

avocado

celery

bell pepper

zucchini

hummus

edamame

lentils

boiled eggs

sparkling water

tea

tisane  
(herbal tea)

dark chocolate

dried fruit

mint tea

juice spritzer

bean salad

peanuts

yogurt
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Flight- Friendly Food

Mexican- Style Quinoa Salad
SERVES 2 TO 3

1 cup dry quinoa

½ cup chopped red pepper

1 green onion or shallot, chopped

½ cup grape tomatoes, halved

1 clove garlic, minced

½ cup chopped cilantro

2 tablespoons olive oil

half bag of arugula or baby spinach

Salt and cayenne pepper

1 lime

Tapatio or favorite Mexican hot sauce

Rinse and cook the quinoa in excess water until tender, 10 
to 15 minutes. While the quinoa is cooking, cut up the pep-
per, onion, and tomatoes, mince the garlic, and chop up the 
cilantro, stems and all. If you are using a green onion, save 
some for garnish.

When the quinoa is finished cooking, drain and set it aside. 
Heat a frying pan on medium- high heat and add the olive oil. 
Add the onions and red peppers and cook until caramelized, 
about 10 minutes. Add the garlic and cook until fragrant, 
about 30 seconds. Turn off the heat and add the quinoa, stir-
ring to mix. Fold in the arugula or spinach and season with 
salt and cayenne pepper to taste.

Transfer the quinoa mixture to a large serving bowl and add 
the tomatoes and cilantro. Squeeze in the juice of half a lime, 
add a few dashes of Tapatio or other hot sauce to taste, and 
stir. Adjust salt and spices. Garnish with green onion slices, 
extra cilantro leaves, and a wedge of lime. Store leftovers in 
disposable containers in the fridge.
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chapter twelve

resTaUraNTs
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
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8 Tips for Drinking Less  
Without Your Friends Knowing

I have nothing against  people who like to party. Partying is really fun, 

and a lot of the time I’m right there leading the crusade. But we all 

know those  people who really like to drink, and like to do it often. Not 

only do these  people take their own drinking a little too far; they’re 

experts at pressuring others to keep up with them drink for drink. 

And they’ll use mockery, guilt, generosity, logic, peer pressure, and 

dozens of other tactics to get everyone around them to keep the 

party going. These friends are fun to have, until they aren’t. As fun 

as it is to party, sometimes you want to go out and have a good time 

without regretting it the next day. Rejecting drinks can be even more 

awkward if alcohol is a big part of your offsite work culture, where 

turning down a glass makes you look antisocial or not a team player.

It is nice to have a way to hit it a little less hard, preferably without 

drawing attention to your secret plan. Feel free to mix and match 

these tricks, as different situations call for different lines of defense.

1. Alternate with water

Alternating with water is a tried-and-true way to both cut back on al-

cohol and stay hydrated, thereby preventing a hangover. Every drink 

or two, go to the bar and ask for some water. You don’t need to make 

excuses for this: you’re thirsty and will get another drink in a second. 

Just be sure to finish the water and feel free to take your time.

2. Drink clear liquids

Clear liquids like gin and vodka look like ice that has melted. So if 

you don’t want to finish every drink that comes your way, you can al-

ways leave a little in your old glass, and no one will notice you aren’t 

tossing back as much as everyone else is.

3. order drinks that look like alcohol (but aren’t)

Another advantage of clear liquids. Vodka soda with lime is my favor-

ite go- to drink on late nights, and it’s awesome for several reasons. 
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Besides being easily palatable and sugar free, it gives you the op-

tion of leaving out the vodka altogether. Just order a club soda with 

lime and ask the bartender to make it look like a cocktail—they are 

usually more than happy to comply.

4. Be forgetful

You don’t have to be limited to clear liquids to abandon the occa-

sional half- full glass. Leave your drink on the bar, in the bathroom, 

on a random table, or anywhere it won’t attract attention. That way 

when someone hands you another, you’re ready.

5. Drink light beer

If you’re a beer drinker and all this talk of clear liquid is making you 

squirm, never fear. There is a huge difference in the alcohol con-

tent of beers, with light beers coming in around 4 percent alcohol 

and some fancy Belgians topping out at over 10 percent. You do 

the math.

 If you know you’ll have to get through more than you’ve bar-

gaining for, opt for lighter beers. If you’re like me and think some 

domestic light beer tastes like donkey pee, go with a Mexican beer 

like Corona and add a lime. I can drink those all night and barely get 

a buzz going— and I’m little.

6. Master the shot spit

Drinking nights often don’t turn crazy until someone starts ordering 

shots, and then it’s all over. Bartenders have this problem too, since 

drunk  people often think they’ve found a new best friend and grate-

fully buy their server shots throughout the night. To avoid getting 

hammered on the job, bartenders keep a half- empty pint of beer 

nearby and pretend to use it as a chaser when in reality they are 

spitting the shots back into it.

 If you know your friends are likely to “surprise” everyone with 

shots, be sure to have a nearby water glass or pint that you’re nurs-

ing. Use the old bartenders’ trick, and no one will suspect. I know 

it’s gross, but it works. Just remember to not actually drink the 

beer later.
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7. Show up late

Sometimes special occasions are specifically set aside for exces-

sive drinking. If you need to make an appearance, but would rather 

not sacrifice your liver, show up forty- five minutes to an hour late. 

Everyone else will already be one drink ahead of you.

8. order half shots

If you’re in charge of ordering your own drinks and vodka soda isn’t 

your thing, ask for your regular cocktail, but request a half shot in-

stead of a normal one. You’ll still get the fun of drinking, but each 

drink will contribute less to tomorrow’s headache.
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10 Simple Substitutions for  
Making Restaurant Foods Healthier

When nothing on the menu perfectly fits my preferences, I don’t 
hesitate to swap out whatever I don’t want for something better. 
Whether it’s to avoid processed foods or simply add vibrance and 
color to your plate, here are ten simple swaps to make the most of 
your restaurant meals.

1. Mixed greens instead of iceberg or romaine lettuce

I enjoy Cobb salads, but for some reason they’re usually made using 
old iceberg lettuce. Most places these days carry mixed greens or 
spinach as well and are usually happy to make the switch.

2. Fruit instead of toast

I’m not sure why breakfast spots think you need two giant pieces of 
toast on top of your potatoes, eggs, and pancakes, but if you don’t 
want toast, they’ll often offer you fruit instead. This is one of the best 
upgrades you can get away with.

3. Salad instead of potatoes

Speaking of potatoes, although they are real food and have their 
place in a healthy diet, they’re so often fried in rancid industrial oils 
that it’s best to skip them. Swapping them out for salad or cooked 
greens is rarely a problem.

4. Avocado instead of mayo

Real mayonnaise, the kind made from egg yolks and olive oil, is 
perfectly healthy (and delicious). Unfortunately, that isn’t what most 
places are putting on your sandwich. Instead, commercial mayos 
are typically made with soybean or canola oil (i.e., overprocessed 
industrial oil). It may cost a little extra, but avocado is a fantastic 
alternative to gooey up your lunch.

5. Cheese plate instead of dessert

One of the things I love about France is that it’s perfectly acceptable 
to have cheese after dinner instead of sugar. If everyone is order
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ing crème brûlée and you don’t want to be a party pooper, get the 
cheese plate instead. Good cheese is healthy.

6. Brown rice instead of white

I don’t mind white rice in small quantities, but if I’m stuck eating 
somewhere where I know the food isn’t very healthy, I’ll swap out 
my white rice for brown (and order as many vegetables as possible) 
if the option is available.

7. Wine instead of cocktails

Dinner often starts with a drink selection. Although wine certainly 
has calories, cocktails usually have hundreds more thanks to the li-
queurs and syrups typically used. Mixed drinks have their place, but 
if you’ll also be eating an extra few hundred calories, then wine is a 
better choice.

8. Beans instead of rice

If I see beans or lentils anywhere on the menu, I’ll often ask if the 
kitchen can use them instead of one of the faster- digesting starches 
on my plate. Your waiter may be confused, but he or she will usually 
do it if you ask.

9. olive oil and vinegar instead of sugary dressing

At some point in the past twenty years salad dressings started be-
ing made with ridiculous amounts of sugar and salt, probably to 
cover up the completely flavorless vegetables from the industrial 
food chain. Good old- fashioned olive oil and vinegar make a better 
choice, and most kitchens have them.

10. Anything instead of American cheese

Have you ever looked at the ingredients in American cheese? Be-
sides water, the first ingredient is usually trans fat. The second is 
cornstarch. All the way at the bottom it says, “Contains: Milk.” Re-
placing it with real cheddar, gruyère, provolone, or even nothing 
would be healthier.
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20 Code Words to Look  
for on Restaurant Menus

 Words to Avoid Words to order

 glazed roasted

 crispy baked

 melted broiled

 smothered rubbed

 breaded seared

 creamy grilled

 honey- dipped steamed

 crusted sautéed

 gooey spiced

 cheesy seasoned
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chapter thirteen

hoW To WiN  
over frieNDs aND 
iNflUeNCe faMily
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How to Eat Healthy Without Being a Buzzkill

Over the past several years I’ve used a handful of different tactics 

to deflect the worst intentions of naysayers. Here are the ones I’ve 

found work best.

1. Don’t get defensive

The worst thing you can do when some criticizes you for ordering 

a salad is to get defensive and start preaching your nutritional su-

periority. I’ve seen this done, and it doesn’t end well. Whatever you 

do, keep an upbeat tone and maintain perspective. Not everyone 

understands the importance of their daily food decisions, and it’s 

not your job to educate them.

INSTEAD oF: “At least I’m not going to have diabetes by the time I’m 
forty!”

TRY: “Actually the salad here is tasty as hell. Have you tried it?”

2. Use humor

Without getting defensive, you can still jab back a bit, so long as it 

is clear you’re being playful and joking. If someone asks why you 

aren’t eating from the giant tub of stale generic cookies, cracking a 

joke about how it isn’t your vice of choice today can break the ice 

and get the attention off your healthy decision.

INSTEAD oF: “Eeeewwwww. Haven’t you ever eaten a real cookie?”

TRY: “Thanks, but I’m saving my heart attack for the weekend.”

3. order creatively 

No one will make fun of you for making healthier decisions if they 

don’t notice. Ordering a burger and dissecting the meat from the 

bun is certain to draw attention, but there are plenty of things you 

can order that won’t cause a second glance.

INSTEAD oF: “Do your meatballs have bread crumbs? Okay, I’ll have 
the spaghetti and meatballs without the sauce and without the spa
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ghetti, and with extra meatballs. Oh, and a side of steamed broccoli, 
please.”

TRY: “I’ll have the steak and spinach salad with a glass of your best 
California cab, please. And can I get some blue cheese with that as 
well?”

4. Use happy honesty

It’s hard for  people to say bad things about you if you come across 

as happy and at peace with your decisions, especially if it’s clear 

you aren’t being motivated by your ego.

INSTEAD oF: “I’m choosing salad, because I’d really like to lose ten 
pounds this year, so I don’t end up looking like you.”

TRY: “I’m just trying to eat a little healthier these days to see how it 
makes me feel.”

5. Use harmless lies

Honesty is always the best policy, except when you’re trying to get 

your jerk coworkers off your back so you can enjoy your lunch.

INSTEAD oF: “I’m eating a smaller lunch today, so I can hit the gym 
later.”

TRY: “I had a really big breakfast. I’m just not that hungry.”

6. Share alike

If you know in advance you’re going to be bringing your own food, 

you have the advantage of having a meal that looks, smells, and 

tastes much better than anything your friends will find at the cor-

ner sandwich shop. Show off your amazing new flavors by bringing 

enough of something delicious to share.

INSTEAD oF: “Yuck, I can’t believe you’re eating that disgusting ex-
cuse for a calzone.”

TRY: “Have you tried the mandarins from the farmers market this 
season? They’re freaking amazing! Here, I have an extra one.”
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7. Accept and nibble

Friends can be very crafty and sometimes try and force you into 

eating unhealthy food by offering it to you point- blank. Cheap office 

birthday cakes are particularly offensive. Politely turning down the 

objectionable substance is one strategy, but it can easily backfire. 

Just gratefully accept the food and pretend to eat it.

INSTEAD oF: “Just a small piece for me, please.”

TRY: “Mmm . . . thanks.”

Take one bite, keep smiling, and continue the conversation while 

leaving the food nonchalantly on the table. When everyone else is 

finishing up, subtly drop it in the trash without making a fuss (trust 

me, nothing is going to waste). By that time, no one will care what 

you’re doing. If someone does say something, just blame it on how 

big of a piece you were served.

8. Don’t offer unsolicited advice

No matter how tempting it is, don’t be the reverse jerk. Only offer 

nutrition advice to friends if they explicitly ask you for it; otherwise 

keep your trap shut. The best thing you can do to help your friends 

is show them what good healthy food looks and tastes like by set-

ting a good example; then let them watch for themselves as you lose 

weight and get in shape.

INSTEAD oF: “You know, that Lean Cuisine isn’t going to help you 
get rid of those thunder thighs.”

TRY: “Yes, I have lost weight! Thanks for noticing! Yeah, I’ve been 
reading this book called Foodist. It’s great. You should check it 
out.”
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50 Mouthwatering Words to  
Describe Real Food

farm fresh 

fall

chilled

savory

roasted

organic

winter

warm

smoky

aromatic

sweet

local

toasted

poached

summer

baby

imported

bacon- laced

grilled

tasty

heirloom

fresh

seared

drizzled

tangy

young

dry- aged

whisked

rubbed

rich

seasonal

tender

scented

slow-cooked

hand- picked

late-season

colorful

tossed

slow-roasted

juicy

crisp

braised

steeped

handmade

marinated

spring

succulent

sautéed

hand- tossed

crusted
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Beating Beet Aversions 

If my dad can learn to like beets at the age of fifty- five, anyone 

can. This is the recipe that convinced him (and me a year earlier) 

that the humble beet can be as delicious and elegant as any exotic 

vegetable.

 This is the perfect dish for the beet skeptic and beet lover alike, 

and it hardly requires any cooking skills. If you are still worried you 

will not like the flavor of beets, look for the milder and less messy 

golden or pink-  and white- striped cioggia beets. Whenever possible 

I like to use a few different colors to mix it up, but if all you have are 

the common red garden beets they work beautifully on their own.

 To begin you must eliminate all thoughts of substituting canned 

beets for fresh. Fresh roasted beets have a rich, sweet, earthy flavor 

that is completely unlike that of the flaccid purple slivers that come 

in a can. You will also need fresh mint leaves. Most grocery stores 

carry them; ask if you can’t find them. Chèvre is a soft goat cheese 

that a close friend of mine describes as “like cream cheese only 

better.” A little bit goes a very long way, so I always buy the smallest 

amount possible (it usually costs around $3).

 Be careful not to add the cheese directly to hot beets or it will 

melt and form an unattractive pink slime. It still tastes good, but 

it’s better to avoid this problem by cooling the beets beforehand. 

An hour in the refrigerator works well, but if you are in a hurry you 

can get away with ten to fifteen minutes in the freezer. This dish is 

very easy to scale for large batches, making it ideal for parties and 

potlucks.

Roasted Beets with Fresh Mint and Chèvre
SERVES 2 TO 3

1 bunch of beets (3 large), any variety

1 to 2 tablespoons olive oil

½ cup fresh mint leaves, loosely packed

¼ ounce chèvre

Sea salt or kosher salt
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Preheat the oven to 375˚F. If the leaves are still on the beets, 
twist them off, leaving enough stem to use as a handle for 
peeling. (If the beet greens are still fresh and springy, I recom-
mend cleaning them and cooking them up with some onions 
and garlic— sauté them like spinach. Beet greens are so full 
of potassium that they taste naturally salty, so be careful with 
your seasoning, because they are easy to oversalt.)

Peel the beets using a vegetable peeler and chop them evenly 
into ¾-  to 1- inch cubes. Keep in mind that the larger the 
pieces, the longer they will take to cook. Discard stems.

Add the olive oil to the beets and toss to coat. Sprinkle the 
beets with salt and place in a single layer in a large Pyrex 
baking pan. Place the pan in the oven on the middle rack 
and roast until the beets are tender and have a glazed- like 
appearance, stirring every 8 to 10 minutes. Roasting takes 
approximately 35 minutes.

When the beets are finished roasting, transfer them to a large 
bowl, cover with plastic wrap, and place in the refrigerator. 
Chill for at least 30 minutes, but 45 to 60 minutes is prefer-
able. Five minutes before the beets are done chilling, stack 
the mint leaves on top of each other and chiffonade them by 
rolling them lengthwise like a cigarette and slicing them into 
thin ribbons. For very large leaves I like to cut the ribbons in 
half once by making a single cut through the middle of the pile 
along the vein of the leaves. Discard the stems.

Using a fork, crumble a small amount of the chèvre into a 
small bowl or plate and set it aside. When the beets are ready, 
sprinkle the mint onto the beets and stir, reserving a few rib-
bons for garnish. Adjust salt to taste. Transfer the minted 
beets to a serving bowl and sprinkle with the chèvre and re-
maining mint. Serve immediately.
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